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Maltby Orchestra Will Highlight Midwinters
Renowned Dance Band
Entertains Both Nights
Deadline For
Taps Payment
Set For Feb. 22

The dance season is rolling around again at Clemson,
vith the annual Midwinters Ball coming up on February
22-23. The Richard Maltby Orchestra will provide the
inusic for the first dance of the spring semester, according to the Central Dance Association.
The festivities will get under
fay Friday night, February 22,
vith a formal dance in the College Dining Hall. Tickets to this
pance will go on sale soon for
b:50.
The Saturday night dance .will
informal and the admission
rill be $4.00. Block tickets for
|the dance weekend will go for

in New York City, and will be
playing the top location spots
and ballrooms.
AH Clemson dances are great,
but tnis is one you positively
should not miss.

Textiles School
The dance at Clemson will be Will Host ATMA
~Maltby's first appearance in
South Carolina, although he has On Textiles Day

By The TAPS Staff
Each year, invariably, the staff
of the Clemson annual, TAPS,
improves on the book of the previous year. And with this year's
competent, talented staff, the
TAPS promises to be th ebiggest,
most colorful book put out in recent years.
Besides the usual coverage of
all clubs, sports, classes, administration, etc., this year the TAPS
has taken some special "surprise" pictures of various "on
and off campus" activities. This
book is one well worth buying.
Because of the monetary losses
involved in ordering too many
books from the printers, only
persons with receipts of full or
part payments will be allowed
to obtain their book at the end
of the semester. No one will be
treated as a "Special Case."
The deadline for purchasing a
1957 TAPS either on a full or
part payment basis has been set
at February 22. After the deadline, no annuals will be sold at
full price.
For the next two weeks, beginning Wednesday, February 6,
a table will be set up in the
loggia. Here payments on your
1957 TAPS will be received—
either full or part. The minimum down-payment has been set
at $2.50; this is less than half
of the $6.00 requested for the
TAPS.
We urge you all to at least
make a payment on your yearbook—the 1957 edition of TAPS.

£7.00.

Thursday Is Date
been in North Carolina twice, at chinery Day February 12.
For Senior Council
Davidson and at The University
Clemson's invitation to the
of North Carolina. The majority American Textile Machinery Asof his appearances have been sociation was accepted by Presi- Vacancy Election
in the north and east, and his
brand of music is now widely
accepted in the Ivy League circuit.
The story of the Richard Maltby Orchestra is a tale of quick
success: it was formed in June
of 1955 by popular demand—his
recordings of the St. Louis Blues
Mambo and other dance band
music on VIK label had made
people anxious to see the band
in action.
Now established as one of the
"big" bands in the country, Dick
continues t° record on RCA
"VIK" records and Sesac Radio
Transcriptions, turning out tunes
that are good listening, extremely danceable,, and always in
good taste. He also continues
to play the "one-nighter" circuit with increasing success. To
date he has played many of the
major college dances, had a successful six weeks stay at the
cate Rouge of the Statler Hotel

dent James H. Hunter, of the
James Hunter Machinery Co.,
North Adams, Mass. The event,
inaugurated in 1955, at North
Carolina State, was held last year
at Lowell, Mass.
The one-day meet honors the
ATMA and provides liaison between the nation's machinery
builders and textile educators.
Formal invitations have been
extended to members of the association, the Clemson Board of
Trustees, directors of Sirrine
Foundation and a special textile
education committee of the South
Carolina Textile Manufacturers
Association. South Carolina Governor George Bell Timmerman
has also been invited.
The program, yet to be announced, will include tours of
the Clemson textile school, engineering school and the new
JSDA Ginning Laboratory, dedicated last August.

Extension Director Is
U. S. Advisor To Sudan
George B. Nutt, director of the
Clemson Extension Service, will
be the representative of the
United States on ah international
committee formed to advise Sudanese government officials on
agricultural research and development.
Arrangements for his appointment have been completed by
the State Department with the
approval of officials at Clemson
College. The committee, requested by the Sudanese government, is composed of four representatives of the United Kingdom, two representatives of the
Indian government, and one representative each from Egypt and
> the United States.
The government of Sudan was
formed on January 1, 1956. Sudan is located in East Africa,
and the agriculture of the nation
varies from crops dependent upon irrigation along the Nile river
to tropical conditions of the

south.
"Clemson College is honored
that one of its employees has
been named to represent the
United States on this assignment," commented Dr. R. F.
Poole, Clemson president. "It
should be a broadening experience to Director Nutt and provide an unusual opportunity to
assist a new nation." He will be
absent from Clemson duties
about two weeks, attending the
first meeting of the committee at
Khartoum, Sudan, February 1020.
To provide for expenses preparatory to attendance at the
meeting, the State Department
has awarded Mr. Nutt an International Education Exchange
grant. Sudan will provide for
transportation to and from the
conference. He will be on annual
leave from Extension Service
duties while on the foreign assignment.

The election for one member
of the Senior Council to serve
until the end of this semester has
been postponed until next Thursday, February 14. it was announced this week by the Student Government. The election
will be conducted as originally
planned: from 8:00 a. m. until
7:00 p. m., in the post office corridor.
The postponement was necessitated by an error in publicity
for the election.
The deadline for nominations
has already passed. Four persons have been nominated for the
position: Charles Richey, Melvin
Richardson, John Evans, and
Thomas Hutchinson.
All regularly-enrolled students
at Clemson College will be allowed to vote upon showing their
second-semester ID cards.
The election is being conducted by the student government in
accordance with the bylaws of
the Student Government constitution. The votes will be counted by the election committee, and
the results will be posted at the
Student Government Office as
soon as the count is complete.
The ballots will be preserved
for twenty-four hours in case a
recount is necessary.

Chem Auditorium
Is Site Of Film
Showing Sunday
An hour-long showing in two
parts, "Medical Effects of the
Atom Bomb," will be presented
next Sunday at 3. p. m. in the
Chemistry Auditorium of Clemson College. This is one of the
weekly film programs presented free to the public during the
college year by The Unitarian
Fellowship of Clemson, as a
community service.
Part I shows the physics, physical destruction, and casualty
effects of the bomb; part II explains how medical personnel
plays its part in alleviating disasters caused by atomic bombing,
stressing preparatory measures
, that can be carried out.

College Applies To AEC JJJJJ^ February Brings
For $350,000 In Grants^SnlLiSdur85 Graduations
Election of new members for
Clemson College has announced plans for educational
Clemson College has announced 85 bachelor of science
and research programs in nuclear science that will cost the fal1 semester has been an- and seven master of science degrees for the mid-year
approximately $8,500,000 in the next five to 10 years. nounced b? the Numeral Society graduating class here. There will be no ceremony, with
mi-_ -_i
J
i. jr--.-T.-i_. ... i. _ _-j-_ ____ --"
The planned
research
facility will be adequate to meet-lot Clemson College. Invitation the college dropping February commencement exercises
into the Society has been extendthe industrial needs of the entire state.
ed to thirty-seven new members. officially.

Clemson, as the center of technical education in South Carolina, will apply to the Atomic
Energy Commission on a continuing basis for grants totaling
$350,000, the maximum permitted any one institution by current government regulations. The
college has made initial application for $93,000 by justifying
its request under AEC's rigid
specifications.
The ultimate cost of the program will include a large critical
nuclear research reactor and a
building in which to house it.
The building will include research and instructional laboratories, an isotype laboratory and
nuclear science teaching and research equipment.
Construction costs for the reactor, building and laboratory
space and equipment will approximate $3,500,000. Clemson
plans to raise all possible capital from AEC grants and from
industries interested in research
work to be done, thus reducing
necessary appropriations from
the South Carolina General As-

sembly to an absolute minimum.
The Clemson Board of Trustees approved the basic nuclear
program in October 1956, and authorized addition of faculty and
research personnel to implement
it.
Preliminary courses in nuclear
education have been added to the
Clemson curricula over the past
10 years. Related courses in
physics and chemical engineering
have been taught under the titles
of Modern Physics, Atomic and
Nuclear Physics, Nucleonics
(electronic application) and Introduction to Nuclear Engineering.
The program will be greatly
accelerated with the fall semester in September. The Educational Council has approved new
courses in Radio Chemistry, Physical Ceramics, Pulse Techniques
(of electronic circuits) in Electrical Engineering, Fluid Flow
(knowledge of heat transfer) and
an additional offering in higher
mathematics.

Dr. Warner Hall Will Lead
Religious Convocations Daily
LEADING SPEAKER
Rev. Dr. Warner L. Hall, pastor of the Covenant Presbyterian
Church in Charlotte since 1946,
is the guest convocation speaker
during Clemson College's Religious Emphasis Weeb Feb. 5-8.
Dr. Hall, well-known in the
South for his interdenominational service as a religious emphasis speaker at countless
schools, is using "The Relevance
of Christianity" as his Clemson
theme.
A native Tennessean, Dr. Hall
is delivering daily messages. He
opened the week's activities, fashioned for all faiths and featuring 18 guest forum conductors,
on Tuesday, with "The Incarnation." He sub-titles this message, "You'll Never Be the Same
Again."
Other subjects included "The
Life of Christ," in which he
answered the question "What is
it to be a Christian?", on Wednesday, and "The Death of
Christ," Thursday, today. "The
Resurrection of Christ," which he
describes as a "foothold in eternity," will conclude the series tomorrow.
Catholic convocation leader is
Father Thomas F. Tierney,
founder and chaplain of the
Newman Club at Clemson College. He is using the general
theme, "A Map of Life," speaking daily on the purpose, the
quest, the guide and goal of life.
. * * «• *

METHODIST SPEAKERS
Methodist forum leaders for
Clemson College's Religious Emphasis Week program were announced by Rev. George R. Cannon, pastor of the Clemson Methodist Church and chairmen of
the overall forum committee.
They are Rev. W. Fred Harris,
pastor of the Cheraw Methodist
Church; Rev. C. J. Lupo, Jr., pastor of Trinity Methodist Church
in Anderson, and Rev. James A.
Merchant, pastor of the St. Mark
Methodist Church in Seneca.
Rev. Harris is a graduate of
Wofford College, with A. B. and
M. A. degrees, and did graduate
work at the Chandler School of
Theology, Emory University,
where he received the B. D. degree, and at Union Theological
Seminary, New York City. He
served as a Navy chaplain from
1942 to 1945 with the rank of
lieutenant commander.
Rev. Lupo, formerly pastor of
Methodist students at The Citadel, received the A. B. degree
from Furman University and the
B. D. from Emory's Chandler
School of Theology.
Rev. Merchant, son of a Methodist minister, earned his A. B.
at the University of South Carolina, and the B. D. degree at the
Chandler School of Theology. He

is listed in Who's
| ican
Methodism.

Who in Amer-

* * * *

PRESBYTERIAN
SPEAKER

Along with the executive council, the total active membership
is fifty-seven. (The number of
active members may not exceed
the last two digits of the numeral
designation of the current school
year.)
The newly elected members
are: Thomas C. Anderson, Greenwood; Donald J. Berry, Kenmore,
N. Y.; William B. Blease, Saluda;
John B. Boney, Sumter; James
W. Bragg, Columbia; John R.
Carter, Fort Mill; Julian R. Dixion, Columbia; Hugh . Dowdell,
Columbia; William C. Driggers,
Sumter; Edward R. R. Fortanberry, Gaffney; Philip R. Fidler,
Sumter; William T. Fort, Sumter; Donald G. Gallup, Sumter;
Eddie L. Gallup, Sumter; William
E. Gettys, Union; Michael B.
Gleaton, Columbia; George C.
Gray, Greenville; Raymond W.
Griffin, Dillon; Robert M. Harrison, Columbia; Maynard J.
Higby, Clemson.
Also, Laddie G. Hiller, Columbia; Carol G. Hughes, Greenville; Robert V. Humbrecht,
Yardley, Pa.; Johnny W. James,
Sumter; Alfred F. Gordan,
Union; Robert H. Kennedy, Co
lumbia; William M. Latimer, Columbia; William M. McCormic,
Sumter; George A. Moore, Clearwater, Fla.; James A. Neal,
Greenville; Francis M. Nichols,
Sumter; William C. Salmond,
Camden; John D. Sease, Columbia; Robert E. Williams, Sumter;
James W. Wright, Johnston.
The Society's primary function is service to Clemson College. The purpose is to encourage, develop and carry out
the traditions of great school
spirit that have and will make
Clemson College grow in stature
among the colleges and universities of the world. "Membership is open to all Clemson students who show an interest and
demonstrate in a positive manner a desire to carry out the
''motions and purpose of this
** ciety.
One of the Society's projects
for this year has been the decoration and help in management
of the Maid of Cotton Contest.
Another was the construction
and handling of the float on
which the Homecoming Queen
was presented. The Society has
also helped the Cheerleaders
greatly in decorating the football
stadium for th ehome games.

Guest conductors for three
scheduled Presbyterian forums
on the 1957 Clemson College Religious Emphasis Week program,
are on the campus this week.
They are the Rev. Alfred Graham Taylor, pastor of the Fourth
Presbyterian Church in Greenville; the Rev. Arthur M. Martin,
executive secretary of the Synod
of South Carolina, and the Rev.
Hubert G. Wardlaw, pastor of the
First Church in Orangeburg.
Rev. Martin, of Savannah, Ga.,
is also a Davidson graduate and
received his divinity degree frorr
Louisville Presbyterian Theological Seminary. He did graduate
work at the University of Edinburgh.
His ministry includes churches
in Savannah and Winnsboro,
from which pastorate he was
called to serve as executive secretary of the Synod of South
Carolina.
Rev. Wardlaw, of Marietta,
Ga., graduated from Presbyterian College with an A. B.
degree and earned his B. D. deR. E. Lovett, Director of
gree at Columbia Theological
Seminary. He was ordained in Bands, has announced that authe Asheville (N. C.) Presby- ditions for membership in the
tery and served as pastor of Concert Band will take place
Franklin, N. C, Whitmire, Con- the week of February 11th.
way and Lancaster churches.
Anyone interested in being: a
*
*
*v #
member of the Concert Band
LUTHERAN, JEWISH, should stop by the Band Office
EPISCOPAL
and leave their name and adThe announcement of Luther- dress with Mrs. Jordan, Band
an, Episcopal and Jewish forum Secretary.
leaders last week completed the
guest lineup of 18 speakers in
all faiths for Clemson's 1957 Religious Emphasis Week program,
going on this week.
Two Episcopal speakers were
named. They are Rev. Thomas
A. Roberts; rector, Christ Church,
Greenville, and Rev. Martin R.
Tilson, rector, St. Paul's EpiscoClemson College has presented
pal Church, Charlotte.
the U. S. Army Corps of EngiThe Rev. Mr. Roberts, a native neers a detailed comprehensive
of Ohio, attended Wittenberg report on the effect of the proCollege, Lafayette College and posed Hartwell Dam Reservoir
St. Luke's Seminary and was in on valuable Clemson properties.
business for 15 years. He was
The information was compiled
formerly vice-president and gen- by the college within 11 days of
eral manager of M. M. Hedges a request made by the district
Manufacturing Co., Chattanooga. engineer in connection with the
The Rev. Mr. Tilson, a Clem- Corps' re-study of the Hartwell
son graduate, is the former rector project. The new study was orof Grace Episcopal Church in dered by General Emerson C.
Anderson. He graduated from Itschner, chief of the Corps of
the School of Theology, Univer- Engineers, following a mid-Desity of the South, Sewanee, Tehn. cember meeting here with the
The Lutheran speaker is Rev. Clemson Board of Trustees;
Herman G. Fisher, pastor of George Roderick, assistant secreSaint John's Lutheran Church in tary of the Army for civil-miliSpartanburg. A graduate of Ro- tary affairs, and members of the
anoke College, and the Southern South Carolina congressional
Lutheran Theological Seminary, delegation.
The Clemson Board is seeking
(Continued on Pagp 7\,

NOTICE

Seven, including four electical
enginees, gaduated with honors.
Distinguished were Stanley Winchester, Fort Mill, an electrical
engineering graduate, woh received highest honors, and
Thomas Berry, Charlotte, also an
electrical engineering graduate,
with high honors. Honors went
to Marshall Campbell, Belton,
and Paul Hagen, Jr., Charleston,
Puryear, textile manufacturing;
electrical engineering; Edward
Richard Duvall, arts and sciences,
both of Cheraw; and Richard
Hogner, Clemson, industrial physics.
Five received master of science
degrees in agriculture, and two in
engineering. They are John Robert Cooper, and Louis Stout Philhower, Jr., both of Clemson, and
Wendell Hugh Thomas, Greenville, in agricultural economics;
Frank Matthew Hart, Columbia,
agricultural education; Charles
Allison Thomas, Jr., Longs, entomology; Charles Clifford Fain,
Spartanburg, ceramic engineering, and William Garraux Hudson, Clemson, mechanical engineering.
Of the 85 graduating, 27 are in
the school of agriculture; 26 in
engineering; 18 in textiles, and
14 in arts and sciences. They
are:
Agriculture
Agricultural economics—William Fred Chapman, Jr., Belton;
Walter Buford Cousins, Newberry; John Langston Madden,
Greenville; agronomy — William
Cunningham Dailey, Blenhein,
and Travis Alsgood Dudley, Galivants Ferry; animal husbandry
—Joe Ralph Abies, Westminster;
Vernon Courtney Carlton, Jr.,
Newberry; Edgar McKoy Huggins, Dillon; Marion Gunter
Langston, Timmonsville; Albert
Hayne McMeekin, Jr., Monticello; Joe Dean Wilkins, Chesnee,
and Jimmy Wilson, Shelby, N.
C.
Also, dairy — Bobby James
Watford, Timmonsville; entomology—William Wallard McMillian, Florence: horticulture —
Louis Payton Parson, Georgetown; agricultural education—
education — Henry Lawrence
Dukes, Jr., Reevesville; Samuel
Marvin Hair, White Pond; Sam
Lucius Jackson Jr., Tabor City,
N. C.
Also, Joseph Calhoun Keaton,
Anderson; Bud Joe Lindler, Saluda; ohn William Riser, Bowman; Ellis Bruce Shands. Pauline: James Franklin Smith,
Madison; Thomas Edgar Smith,
Naples, N. C; Robert Carl Stoddard, Owings; James Allen Turner, Pamplico. and James Wilson Wiggins, Charleston.
Arts and Sciences
Arts and Sciences — William
Anthony Anderson, Greenville;
Leon Wilburn Bearrow, Walterboro; Richard Mareen Duvall,
Cheraw; Harry Douglas Stamps.
Piedmont, and Leonard Alvin
Yaun, Jr., Aiken; chemistry —
Joseph D. Sistare, Jr., Lancaster;

industrial education — Anufry
Edward Ankuta, Brooklyn, N. Y.{
Also, Wade Hampton Cobb, Jr.,
Columbia; William Carroll Etheredge, North; Charles Thompson Mosteller, Gaffney, and Carl
Dean Roberts, York; industrial
physics—Jerre Disque Freeman,
Aiken, and Richard Pierre Hogner, Clemson; pre-medicine—Eugene Theodore Tragus, Allentown, Pa.
Engineering;
Agricultural engineering
—Richard Goode Christopher,
III, Hodges, and George Williams
Cole, Jr., St. Simons Island, Ga.;
architectural engineering — Fred
Wade Stevens, Jr., Charleston;
architecture — Lloyd Marshall
Harman, Cedar Grove, N. J., and
William Powers McElveen, Columbia; ceramic engineeringClarence Elmore Vance, Keystone Heights, Fla.; chemical engineering—Kenneth David Frick,
Newberry.
Also, civil engineering—Luther
Franklin Fant, Clemson; Karl H.
Kelly, Central, and Charles Elbert Neely, Charlotte, N. C;
electrical engineering — Thomas
Clifton Berry, Charlotte, N. C;
Charles Ray Blackstone, Piedmont; Marshall Lewis Campbell,
Belton; Maurice Edward Cox,
Greenwood; Gilbert Clark DuPe, J., Columbia; Paul Ambeg
Hagen, J., Charleston; Guy Neal
Kenney, Anderson;
Also, O. Walter Knight, Jr.,
Kershaw; Oliver Herbert McDaniel, Jr., Atlanta, Ga.; Charles
Dickens Miller, Jr., Charleston;
Robert Lee Nabors, Talladega,
Ala.; Luther Licurtis Sheridan,
Jr., Anderson, and Stanley Whit*
Winchester, Fort Mill; mechanical engineering—Edward Henry
Blanke, New York City; Guy
Ravenel Lanford, Jr., Spartanburg, and Alvin Charles Moore,
Anderson.
Textiles

Textile engineering — William
Stewart Burden, Piedmont; Alton Frederick Copeland, Greer;
Bobby Roy Jones, Greenville;
William Donnie Lee McClellan,
Pendleton; textile manufacturing—Carl Andrew Buchanan,
Greenwood; Benjamin Ray Childress, Jr. Liberty; Elliott Morrison Crenshaw, Lancaster; Joel
Donald Harrison, Greenwood;
John Eden Johnson, Union;
Also, William Henry Massey,
Greenville; Wilson Armstrong
Mullinax, Charleston; Edward
Franklin Puryear, III, Cheraw;
Alfred Joseph Reed, Whitmire;
Patrick Eason Tarte, Jr., Jacksonville, Fla.; Foyd Wayne Tate,
Greenville, Lawrence William
Trapp, Darlington; James Howard Wallace, Jr., Gaffney, and
James Cecil Wilson, Central.

NOTICE
Clemson Book Covers are on
sale by the Junior Class. See:
Jerry Sinclair, David Sugg's,
George Bohlen, and Fred
Brandt. The price is 10c each.

Engineer Corps Receives Detailed
Report On Hartwell Dam Survey
to save invaluable research lands east, word pictures of the four
from inundation if Hartwell Dam schools of the college, enrollment
is built in its currently planned data by departments over a 20elevation of 660 feet above mean year period, size and qualificasea level.
tions of the Clemson faculty and
The voluminous report was de- staff, and Clemson's current
livered to the Corps' sub-office operating budget.
at Clemson by R. C. Edwards,
A complete inventory of all
Clemson College vice-president physical properties, buildings,
for development. The office was streets, service roads and water
opened at the college a week af- mains is also included.
ter being requested by Col. R. C.
The school of agriculture reBahr, district ngineer of the port includes information conSavannah, Ga., office.
cerning each research project
The information will be used underj current study, and history
to formulate a brochure cover- and present status of each.
ing the entire operation of the
Clemson and Corps of Engicollege and its functions. In in- neers officials are currently precludes a photographic copy of the paring a master map that will
original Thomas G. Clemson will, depict by operating departments
a history of the college, Clem- the approximately 9,000 acres of
son's geographic location in Clemson lands threatened by th«
South Carolina and the south-1 reservoir.
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Two Sides To The Question
There is an article in this issue which is expected to
cause more than a few negative comments from persons
on and off the campus. This article is entitled "What Is
Really Meant by Religious Emphasis Week." It is only
natural to anticipate these remarks since most are reluctant to look at both sides of an issue of this nature.
The thought put forward in this article is one of infinite
' interest to each and every person who is interested in
I his ultimate end, that of the hereafter. The theory and
"practice of religion has long been a point of controversy
"to the degree that wars have been fought for the right
to worship in the manner in which the individual chooses
.fit.
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The choice of a religion is one which must be intelligent
and made only after much thought and study. The only
manner in which this may be done is through thorough
. consideration of all religions. It is the aim of this college to instruct or rather to provide a means for instruction for students. By instruction and only in this way
i^ean anyone get the full concept of a religion.
It seems that there are a few people who are afraid to
•put their so-called faith to the test. Their argument is
'that an individual of college age does not have the ma, turity to choose a religion. The question that then arises
is this, when does he gain that maturity—never it seems.
• Granted that there are a few students that may not have
this maturity; but, for the most part, college life is the
time for breaking home ties and making the decisions
that influence the remainder of the individual's life.
Is it so foreign to the concept of freedom to present
both sides of a question? Can anyone suppress freedom
of thought by ignoring the other side? These are your
decisions and through these decisions you are to form
' the concept of a faith. Is your future important enough
for action? These are the questions I leave with you.

wth
On Campus MocShukm
(Author ofBartfoot Boy With Chtek* ttt.)

WHO WENT TO THE PROM
...AND WHY
"Hello," said the voice on the telephone. "This is
Werther Sigafoos."
"Who?" said Anna Livia Plurabelle.
"Werther Sigafoos," said Werther Sigafoos. "I sit
next to you in psych. I'm kind of dumpy and I always
wear a sweatshirt."
"I'm afraid I don't remember you," said Anna Livia.
"I'm the one whose lecture notes you've been borrowing for two years," said Werther.
"Oh, yes!" she said. "What do you wish, Walter?"
"Werther," said Werther. "What I wish is to take
you to the Junior Prom next April."
"That's months away, Westnor," said Anna Livia.
"Werther," said Werther. "Yes, I know, but you are
so round and beautiful that I was afraid you might
have a date already."
"As a matter of fact I do, Wingate," said Anna Livia.
"Werther," said Werther. "Oh, drat!"

Whittemore and Lowe Sparkle in Personality; y
Tomorrow's Public Will Demand Fresh Art
By JOHN
Monday night's concert was one of those
rare nuggets of culture that one can pick
up here at Clemson thanks to the concert
series. This particular dose of that illusive
quality was not only painless but downright enjoyable.

ROGERS
the European renaissance or as all inclusive, for the modern renaissance began
with the industrial revolution some years
ago and has continued until now. But
only now in the United States are wt
finding our own way in the arts.

Arthur Whittemore and Jack Lowe possess pleasing stage personalities which
sparkle with inoffensive, informal wit and
according to the experts play their pianos,
which by-the-way is their main business,
extremely well.

At last the clamor for the old countries'
cultures has ceased. American art, painting, music, as well as architecture is becoming a product of American life, and of
course, vice-versa. Tomorrows public, that
is todays student, will demand the freshness and vitality of the art America is
capable of producing in all fields.

This is not a critics column nor in any
way a review of the concert. The reason
for these remarks is to point out the
significant fact that practically all of the
last half of Whittemore and Lowe's program was twentieth century music and it
was well received by the audience as the
two were called on for encore after encore, most of which also were twentieth
century compositions including music by
America's noted composer, Aaron Copland, as well as.Ravel, Bartok and others.

THE CHANGING SCENE

Book Store Was Founded For Students;
Are They Benefitted By It Now?
By CAROL HUGHES and TOM BRADLEY
"We think they were ordered about a
At the beginning of every semester
week ago but we don't know the price".
there are always new gripes concerning
Anyone able to figure this statement out,
an old establishment on our campus. The
please tell us. Then there is the feeling
Clemson bookstore, as you might suspect,
when one walks into the store alone that
was originally founded for the benefit of
it is wrong to wake someone up just to let
the students but it may be seen quite
them know that you want to buy someclearly through the present operation of
thing. It has been said that the bookstore
the establishment that it is nothing more
should have some management other than
than a mere profit making monopoly. We
the old one. No one on the campus would
would like to bring to light the fact that
deny this.
the bookstore is now under the management of the Clemson Athletic Association,
But, one wonders if the situation will
and the profits will be used for athletic
not be worse under the rule of the Athletic
scholarships of some type. It should be a
Association, that organization noted for
comfort to know that you are now helpsuch business abilities involved in the
ing to send some one through college. We
miserably inefficient ticket sales every
are not advocating that the store should
year for the Carolina game. One inbe run as a complete non-profit making
organization, but we do think that it is
dividual went so far as to say that the
now a problem of great concern to the
next thing to be expected is a coin slot
students of Clemson. Just out of own
on the door of the bookstore requiring
curiosity we compared the price of several
thirty cents to be dropped into the slot
books sold at the bookstore with those of
before the door will open. One other
catalog prices, and found that the prices
point which many students find to be
were anywhere from one to several dolrather irritating is the manner in which
lars higher at the bookstore.
example a ten dollar book which has been
the used books are handled. Take as an
The bookstore should be operated as a
used for one semester. If you're lucky
service to the students since so many
you may receive five for it. The next
professors advocate the use of textbooks
student to come along buys the book and
with their courses. Just because of this
fact, we should not be forced to pay outpays out eight dollars. This fact illusrageous profits for anyones benefit. Also
trates in a mild manner the crude practice
of what is commonly known as highway
there are other problems in the store i.e.,
robbery.
books ordered late or, as one clerk said,

It was not so many years ago that if a
performer at Clemson played Stravinsky,
Ravel or any of the "modern stuff" at all,
he sneaked it in the middle when everybody was asleep anyway.
changing world.

It is surely a

The growth of civilization is evidently
a slow process, but there are certain periods when everything seems to break at
once, notably the renaissance period in
Europe when civilization suddenly broke
out of its medieval cocoon and regained
life. Our present age in the United States
is such a period though not so drastic as

U MofJtaspfag/l^m mtsyMH *

Anna Livia did not really have a date, but she was
eitpecting to be asked by Stewart Stalwart, athlete and
BMOC, handsome as Apollo, smooth as ivory, driver of
a 2.9 litre Bugatti, wearer of faultless tweeds, smoker
of Philip Morris Cigarettes, which, even without his
other achievements, would by itself stamp him as a man
of discrimination, as the possessor of a pleasure-oriented
palate, as one who smoked for the pure joy of it, who had
sought and found a cigarette brimming over with zest
and zip and hearty good fellowship — Philip Morris!
Well sir, Anna Livia waited for Stewart to ask her,
but two days before the Prom, to everybody's amazement,
he asked Rose-of-Sharon Kinsolving, a nondescript girl
with pavement colored hair and a briefcase.
Anna Livia sobbed for a spell and then, not wishing
to miss the most gala event of the junior year, she
phoned Werther Sigafoos.
"My Prom date has come down with a dread virus,"
she said, "and I'll accept your invitation, Waldrop."
"Werther," said Werther. "Oh, goody ganders!"
The next day Anna Livia received a phone call from
Stewart Stalwart "My Prom date has come down with
a dread virus," he said. "Will you go with me?"
"Certainly," she said and immediately phoned Werther and said, "I have come down with a dread virus and
cannot go to the Prom with you, Whipstitch."
"Werther," said Werther. "Oh, mice and rats!"

By Dicky Ballenger,
THE DISCIPLINES OF PATIENCE
Victor Hugo wa sat'the peak of his
fame when he was exiled for nineteen
years by Napoleon III. It looked like the
end. But he found that the lessons of
patience offset the discouragements of his
exile. His biographer says that he became
twice the size of the man he had been and
that his books were much stronger during
those years. Victor Hugo himself said,
"Why was I not exiled before?"
Life often exiles us. Our plans and
programs go sour. The future looks dark.
In such situations we do well to learn
the values of patience. It is a mark of
trust in God and of co-operation with

So Anna Livia went to the Prom with Stewart and
who do you think they ran into? Rose-of-Sharon with
Werther, that's who!
Stewart had felt obliged to ask Rose-of-Sharon because she always did his homework, but she had weaseled
out because she really wanted to go with Werther with
whom she felt a great oneness because they were both
so dumpy. He fell wildly in love with her at the Prom,
and today they are married and run a very successful
five-minute auto-wash in New Bern, N. C.
Anna Livia and Stewart are happy too. They are
still juniors and have not missed a Prom in six years.
©Max Shulraan, 1957
All's well that ends well, say the makeri of Philip Morris
Cigarettes, mho bring you this column each week through
the school year. And, speaking of things that end well — and
begin well too —try today's testful new Philip Morris!

They also will enjoy an art, growing
from their developing culture, which will
speak in its own language, whether it be
paints or music, of the struggles and joys,
triumphs and sorrows of the people who
create it—the humanity of the day.

Student Chaplain
the main currents df life. Sometimes we
fight life too much. We want to tell God
how to run things. We think our way;
is the only way. Yet God tries to teach
things that we can learn only through
patience. Certainly life often seems unreasonable. Unless we learn to take "no"!
for an answer, we are likely to beat ourj
minds out against the walls that hemj
us in.
In his eounsel of contentment Paul isj
not arguing for some negative, standstill
existence. Rather he is saying that we
can be true children of God no matter
what happens. If we patiently trust God,
we find he never deserts us.

M&mm

Beginning Of Series On Feminine Charm;
Coker College Is Tops On This List
By JACK SCHAFFER and RAY WACTOR
Beginning of Series
dred and fifty students, or thre about—a
From keen and wide-range observasmall school full of traditions and one that
tions the co-authors of this column have
follows the modern trend only when the
deduced that there are too many Clemtrend is proper.
sonites (it may be wise to single out the
Hartsville, the metropolis within which
male variety of the species) who know
Coker is located, would seem at first
too little about the hibitats of South Carolina's greatest natural resource—feminine
glance to offer very little in the way of
recreational facilities, but if the visitor
charm. To remedy this appalling situation
accomplishes his purpose, the more com—to supplement the technical with the
mon providers of entertainment such as
liberal—we are offering a series of arnightclubs and rock and roll shows lose
ticles containing information of interest
The country club is by far the most popto the college male concerning strictly
ular night spot-probably because of its
female colleges.
suitability for counting the stars, throwThe order in which these institutions
ing pebbles in the lake, etc.
are to be treated is the result of purely
Confining conventions of the institution
personal considerations. Size, location,
include a nightly 11:00 o'clock curfew
and alphabetical position were ignored to
with a half hour allowance on Saturday
favor the choice of the authors for the
topic of this article.
night, required functions, and no flowerpicking.
And if the series were to be discontinuThe greatest asset, of course, are the
ed after this week, the reasons will again
students themselves. They are (in the
be—purely personal.
opinion of their most frequent visitors, at
Coker College. Since this is the first of
least) the most pleasant, most attractive,
the series described above, I think I should
and friendliest bits of femininity in the
emphasize the fact that this is not the
state. These opinions seem to be well
place to look if you are searching for insupported by the many state and nationformation about the acedemic requirewide beauty titles recently won by "Cokerments and standing of the institution in
nuts."
question. I won't attempt to answer the
Besides all this, Coker students judge
question of how and why the resource is
wisely
and well—they consistently choose
there, but, rather, how you can take adClemsorj as the spa of the best male pervantage of it.
Coker has an enrollment of three hunsonalities in the state.

(

' Tomorrow's public will demand a safe,
efficient vehicle employing the best mechanical design and an honest aesthetic
conceived with integrity. That same public will demand architecture that meets
their physical needs with that same efficient mechanical design and their emotional needs with "an honest aesthetic
conceived with integrity," so with all industrial design products even to the
clothes they wear.

A Word To The Wise

A SURVEY ON FEMINITY
vx

Todays automobiles are the last fling,
surely, of the era characterized by tremendous gas consumption and tons of chrome,
the car designed to sell to the "low intelligence" public with its eye for "tin-foil
beauty" and the latest trend, "the modern,
look" fins and all.

By SMEDLEY P. FORSYTHE IV
Greetings
"Sharecroppers!"
Hope all of you saved your
"skinners." From the looks of
things you'll be using the same
ones again this time.

Next thing we know Buford To Bill (the Clem from Colum(Are you a Senior?) Goff will bia) Dunn. An extensive surmake us show cards to get in the vey of your I. Q. rating showslatrine. Don't we have enough nothing.
trouble?
—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS

—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS

—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS

Looks like we got rid of
"Warthead" but it seems that
Smith (Wart Jr.) Chance has
taken his place. As a matter of
fact—one would have trouble
telling them apart. The only difference is two semesters.

Congratulations to Hugh Patrick on his much improved
Grade Point Ratio. Is it worth
all those lash marks on your
back "Baldy?"
—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS

To and at the Central Dance
Association, Gentlemen, you have
reached your zenith with your
plans for Mid-Winters Ball. Lei
no one speak harshly for you
have outdone yourselves in obtaining one of the best orchestras in the land. Well done

The FNDC "Coffee Hour" af- —SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
ter dinner reminds Smed of the
Also to that motley collection
To anyone planning to take Local Sewing Circle No. 69.
physics next semester — Ben How's the knitting coming along, of idiots who insist upon planting yellow post over and around
(Issac Newton)) Crowder isn't ladies?
OUR campus. You misguided
on the faculty although he's got
-SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
souls have missed one of your
longevity on most ox them.
Ask Eddie (Obnoxious) Seay greatest opportunities to despoit
—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
why he can't cut classes any- and clutter the campus. Has it
The worried look on Preston more. Aren't you a little too dawned yet upon your feebls
(I'm your Cadet Colonel) Stokes'
and single-minded brains (?) to
old to have a nursemaid?
face can be attributed to the fact
plant your despicable lengths of
that he sent his pajamas to the —SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
pipe in our stadium? With any
laundry without first removir.
Word of advice to the canteen. effort at all, you could keep
the diamonds. •
If you won't wash the coffee cups busy down there for several
—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
at least give the ones with lip years, and in that fashion stay
out of the way of students who
To one Harlan Edwin. Is it stick on them to the ladies.
have something constructive to
true, gregarious soul, /that you —SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
do.
have been elected an honorary
To one Bill Neely. After gaz- —SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
member of the Co-ed Club?
ing upon your bright countenUnderstand Dick (Ugh) Carter
—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
ance for so many years, we are is having trouble with his wedTo the basketball team—please convinced that Darwin's theory ding plans. His bride-to-be is
please win one. I hear that Press is correct. It is such a shame having a hard time finding »
is beginning to sweat where his that there are such things as wedding dress with a red vest
attached.
throw backs.
next towel is coming from.

—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
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Maltby's Band Considered One Of Country's Best
What Others Say
By Charles Spencer, News Editor, The Tiger
Since the Richard Maltby Orchestra is not as well
known as many in the country, Clemson students will
probably be interested to know what have been the reactions of other people who have been associated with
Maltby or who have heard his orchestra play.
Following are a few comments
by people and publications who
know what they are talking
about when they say Maltby is
good.
Lisa Kirk: "I consider Dick a
sympathetic and talented musician, with whom I always enjoy
working."
Paul Whiteman (with whom
Richard Maltby was associated
at ABC): "To my mind, Dick
is one of the best and most versatile arrangers in the business
today. His scoring for my orchestra at various times during
the last ten years, and more recently here with our ABC Concert Orchestra, has been outstanding, and on his own network shows has proved to be an
able conductor as well."
Says Benny Goodman about
music that Maltby has written:
"His fantasy on "THE MAN I
LOVE," scored for clarinet and
full symphony orchestra, has
been one of the high spots of my
concert appearances—his original SIX FLATS UNFURNISHED, one of our biggest selling
records."
In December 1954 Life Magazine called Maltby an "Enterprising Band Leader in tune
with the times . . ." and Cash-box called his orchestra "The
biggest shot in the arm that the
band business received in 1954."

This is all summed up by the
following quote from the New
Torker Magazine: "Richard
Maltby's Orchestra rolls out a
steady, reliable brand of music
to which anyone can dance."
Now, if you're getting ready
to say "that's still just what
people up north like," read the
following statements by three
Davidson students who danced to
his music not long ago in North
Carolina:
"In my opinion, Richard Maltby played the most danceable
music that I've heard in my four
years at Davidson." This by
John Edwards of Rocky Mount,
N. C.
Or this by Calvin Morgan of
Johnson City, Tenn.: "I enjoyed
Richard Maltby very much, especially his personality, his music, and his danceable progressive style."
Oh this by Tommy Rivers, a
native of Charleston, S. C, Captain of the Davidson swimming
team and Leader of the Honor
Platoon: "In my four years at
Davidson, Richard Maltby played the best dance music that I've
ever heard. He tops even Ray
Anthony, Les Brown, Woody
Herman, and other such big
name bands. It would be a
big mistake to miss him."
And he's right. It would be
a big mistake.

Letters To Tom
Dear Tom,
In this day of increasing socialism and advancement of the
welfare state, we can hardly
blame our beloved school administration for assuming duties and prerogatives that are
not rightly theirs.
In the past few years we have
all seen changes at Clemson.
However, this has been discussed
before and I shall not attempt
to continue this discussion. Fbr
us, most of these changes have
been good, but a few of these
changes leave a decidedly bad
taste in one's mouth. One assumption of power that irritates
me is that of one person to censor and decide what I shall read
while a student. We are constantly told we are adults and
should behave ourselves as
i adults. Yet the administration
persists in treating us as children and figuratively leading us
about by our hands so that we
will not be able to think for
ourselves.
I shall not attempt to censure
or defend these magazines removed from the juice shop and
the downtown stores. But I
would like the privilege of deciding the qualities of these magazines for myself. A few aspects
of these magazines may be considered objectionable, But that
should be decided by me—and
no one else.
'/ If, however, the administration continues this arbitrary
practice, let them carry it out
to its logical conclusion. They
should troop down to the college
library and rid the shelves of
the so-called "obscene" and
"improper" books reposing there.
May I suggest that the authorities start with the complete
works of William Shakespeare
and Chaucer, for these works
contain what our local clerics
cunningly refer to as "dirty
words." Then may they progress
to the immortal Das Kapital by
Karl Marx, for this book contains what a few people might
consider to be un-American
ideals.
With diligence and perseverance our library may soon be
a hollow shell, reminiscent of
the days that a small minority
burned books in Germany.
G. A. Moore, '58

hoots with the pole-planters and
yellowpaint kids. Honestly Tom,
such greed for the student's (unimportant as he is) small allowance is an obvious result of authority in the hands of little
men with big ideas.
The gluttony and voracity exhibited by our law enforcement
agency on campus can only be
matched by our little moneymaker, the Athletic Association.
Of course, the A A is in a class
all by itself. That particular
situation calls for a good oldfashioned trust-busting campaign.
v
Back to the subject at hand.
Why can't something be done
about the parking situation and
our police department? When a
man can't stop in front of main
building for a few minutes to
run into the Registrar's Office or
the Comptroller's Office for
something, but has to park very
nearly off-campus and then walk
half-a-mile, something is wrong.
It just goes to show that our local gendarmes are about as
broadminded as Frank Howard
is in giving the students a break
in the canteen and the bookstore.
Please do something, Tom.
Bill Crosson, Class of '58

Dear Tom,
This letter contains a suggestion for possibly alleviating one
of the greatest faults of the
Grade-Point Ratio system.
Under the current system a
certain minimum ratio of grade
points to credit-hours is required
for graduation.
This leads to the practice of
courses being taken not for
themselves or for the credits, but
for the grade-points involved.
I would propose that a new
slant to taken. Instead of an
overall requirement, let the mark
of C be passing for the major
that the student is enrolled under. Forget about the overall
GPR. In the case of a nonmajor subject that had more than
one course, except for the last
course required, let D's be passing except for the last course,
which would need a C for passing. I. e.,
Chem 101, D pass
Chem 102, C pass
Engl. 101, D pass
Engl. 102, D pass
Dear Tom,
Engl. 203, D pass
May I please find out why we
Engl. 204, C pass
have the police department that
we do have? It seems that the
With this system, upon comlittle boys in blue are intoxicated pletion of the credit hours, the
by an illegally parked automo- student would graduate.
bile. I do believe they're in caPalmer Luetjan

The Southerner

Maltby Has Musical Past

I
MID-iNTO

Richard Maltby, conductor-arranger for RCA Victor's
He turned his emVIK Label and leader of the Richard Maltby Orchestra, Ia
phasis
again
to
the dance band
is not only one of the most talented musicians of the
field sensing a revived interest In
day but also one of the most imaginative.

'■&

His creative mind has lead him
to explore the classical and symphonic realms as well as the
popular dance medium. With
such a thorough background it
is no wonder then that in the
short space of a few months he
emerged as one of the top bands
in the country. Master of musical moods, Richard Maltby has
the Band the Dancers Demand.

MIX WITH MAW!

Revised Business Vocabulary

New Financial
Aids Program
Is Announced

It Is In Process: So wrapped what you have to say as long as
up in red tape that the situation it doesn't interfere with what
is almost hopeless.
we've already decided to do.
We Will Look Into It: By the
Will Advise You In Due
time the wheel makes full turn, Course: If we figure it out, we'll
we assume you will have forgot- let you know.
ten about it, too.
With Modification: Will be
Students seeking scholarships,
A Program: Any assignment shipped to you in kit form—put part-time jobs or loans for the
that can't be completed by one together (if you can) yourself. coming school year should file
Glue optional.
telephone call.
an application during February
Expedite: To confound with
in the Student Aid Office. Each
commotion.
applicant is to specify the particChannels: The trail left by
ular aids that are desired and
interoffice memos.
only one completed form is
necessary.
Coordinator: The guy who has
a desk between two expediters.
Recipients of scholarships will
be selected in March. Faculty
Consultant (or expert): Any f
committees will coordinate their
r
ordinary guy more than fiftyDormitory counselors will be selections so that all eligible stumiles from home.
To Activate: To make carbons selected from students expect- dents receive due consideration
and add more names to the ing to graduate in ■ June and for the awards which they specify. Available scholarships for
memo.
August 1958. Considerable time 1957-58 are listed elsewhere i:
To Implement a Program: Hire is required for their duties, and
this issue of the TIGER.
more people and expand the of- applicants should plan to remain
Selection of dormitory counfice.
on the campus most week-ends. selors and dining hall waiters
Under Consideration: Never
Efforts are being made to se- will be made in April Students
heard of it.
lect
more students as waiters requesting other employment
Under Active Consideration:
during
their first year at Clem- should file a supplemental apWe're looking in the files for it.
plication each semester that partA Meeting: A mass mulling by son. Other work as lab assist- time work is desired. Further
ants, campus representatives, information for applicants as
master-minds.
A Conference: A place where etc. may then be secured and dormitory counselors and stuconversation is substituted for more new students receive help dent waiters appears elsewhere
the dreariness of labor and the each year in the dining hall.
in the TIGER this week.
loneliness of thought.
Applications may now be comRecipients of student loans are
To Negotiate: To seek a meet- pleted and returned to the Stu- usually restricted by course of
ing of minds without knocking dent Aid Office. Selection in study, scholastic standing and
April will be based primarily on place of residence. In most cases
together of heads.
Re-Orientation: Getting used scholastic and activity record, those students nearest graduation
financial resources and date ap- receive firsst consideration, when
to working again.
plication is received.
funds are available. Loan apReliable Source: The guy you
just met.
Informed Source: The guy who
told the guy you just met.
Unimpeachable Source: The
guy who started the rumor originally.
A Clarification: To fill in the
background with so many details
that the foreground, goes underground.
Anyone interested in working on "The
We Are Making A Survey: We
need more time to think of an
answer.
Tiger" advertising staff, come by the
To Note An Initial: Let's spread
the responsibility for this.
See Me, or Let's Discuss: Come
Tiger office Thursday night at 7:15 or see
down to my office, I'm lonesome.
Let's Get Together on This:
Jeff Reece in Room A-829.
I'm assuming you're as confused
as I am.
Give Us The Benefit of Your
Present Thinking: We'll listen to

Students May Now
4pply For Jobs As
rt«nselors Waiters

NOTICE!

VALETINE CANDIES
Whitman's - NunnaHy's - Hollingsworth and Pangburn's

We Will Wrap to Mail

dancing on the part of young
people and wishing to become a
part of that movement himself
As the popularity of his record'
ings increased, so also did tt*
demands to see this band in ae
tion. As a result, in June of 1958
Richard Maltby organized hi
traveling band and "hit tbf
road."

"

tinue arranging in the dance
band medium for bands in the
Chicago area. One of his compositions "Six Flats Unfurnished" was recorded by Benny
Goodman and proved to be one
of Benny's biggest selling records. In the semi-classical field
Benny Goodman performed
Dick's "Fantasy on the Man I
Now established as one of Vx,
"big"
bands inthe country, DicJ
Love"
at
all
of
his
symphonic
Richard Maltby was born on
continues to record on RCij
June 26, 1914, in Chicago, Illi- concert appearances with great "VIK" records and Sesac Rad|
nois, the youngest of five sons. success.
Transcriptions, turning out tuna
He began his association with
Paul Whitman came into that are good listening, extreme
music during his early grade Dick's life at this time, and he ly danceable, and always in too,
school days when he played cor- was to become closely associated taste. He also continues to plaj
onet in the school orchestra. He with Paul for the next few years. the "one-nighter" circuit witt
increasing success. To date h
continued playing and arranging
Paul's first step was to place has played many of the majq
for school orchestras throughout
high school. Upon completion him in the American Broadcast- college dances, had a successfu
of high school he entered North- ing Company in Chicago as -a six weeks stay at the Cafe Roug
western University where he conductor-arranger. Then, in of the Statler in New York Citj
took liberal arts courses with 1945, Dick moved to New York and will be playing the top lo
the idea of NOT going into the since the potentialities for the cation spots and ballrooms.
music profession. However, he future were greater in the East.
Richard Maltby wrote the ma
met Virginia Hosegood of Ripon,
sic for and conducted the Vaugfy
Wisconsin, who later became The move proved to be a wise Monroe Color TV Show and NB»
his wife, and insisted that he one. Besides his work at ABC, the summer of 1955 and alst
dedicate his talent exclusively Richard was in great demand as
appeared with his band on th
to music.
an arranger on many television Jackie Gleason - Paul White
Dick left Northwestern after and radio shows as well as back man's Greatest Bands Show e(
TV. He has been guest "Star d
one year to work -with local ing singers on recordings.
the
Day" on both Monitor an(
dance bands while he continued
In 1951, Richard Maltby was
his study of advanced harmony asked to do a series of recordings Weekday Shows.
and orchestration under Leo for Sesac Transcriptions called
Dickie's band is a large m,
Sowerby. On completion of his Jazz Classics. He was given free according to present day stand
courses, he toured with several rein to experiment with all com- ards. There are four trumpets
dance bands including Little binations and to use his imagina- three trombones, five reeds, fou
Jack Little, Roger Pryor, Bob tion in writing original composi- rhythm (piano, bass, guitai
Strong, etc., traveling all the tions. He has recorded over 250 and drums), vocalists, Mis
time with his wife and family sides for Sesac and many of these Franky Crocket, and Dick him
and arranging for the orchestras numbers are used in his dance self who plays cornet.
as well as playing trumpet. In library today.
Dick's family consists of hi
1940 he decided to give up the
When RCA Victor formed its wife, Virginia, son Richard, Jry
trumpet and devote his time entirely to arranging, composing, new subsidiary, Label "X" (now age 18 (a freshman at Yale Un»
and conducting. Richard joined VIK), Dick was approached to iversity), Marilyn age 14, ((
WBBM in Chicago as staff ar> bring his talent to the company freshman in high school), Nan
ranger. There he was able to as a recording artist. What fol- —mother-in-law par excellencf
gain more valuable experience lowed made musical history as one dog (Rusty), four cats (thrsf
writing for more diversified the release of one of his first kittens), two bantam roosters, '
groups from large symphonic recordings, St. Louis Blues Mam- grey mare named Cheerful,
orchestras to choral work for bo, established him commercially tank of goldfish, and all tb
the Great Lakes Naval Training as an artist of great stature. wild birds and squirrels that cai
With the success of his recording be attracted to the feeding st*
Choir.
Richard's musical career entered tions.
Besides his work at WBBM,
Richard still found time to conplicants should contact the Student Aid Office several weeks
before funds are needed, so that
adequate time is allowed for
processing requests.

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.

ANDERSON, S. C.
FARM IMPLEMENTS
SPORTING GOODS)
Serving This Section Since 1895

PROBLEMS To evaluate thenU-round career
advantages offered by the widely diversified
activities at Divisions of North American Aviation, Inc.
Fl RST STEPS GET THE FACTS iwman-to-man \
interviews, on campus
FEBRUARY 18
As a graduate In
Engineering, Physics, Applied Math, or
allied subjects you
need complete, factual information to
help you make a
sound decision in
choosingyourcareer.
Get the facts in a
»UTONET,OS
man-toman interview with our representative.
Let him tell you about our unique placement
and training devised to help your potential
develop rapidly in a company where continued
expansion has doubled the number of employees in 5 years. Your possibilities are wide and
varied, as you will see from these brief notes
on the 4 Divisions:
AUTONETICS creates automatic controls and
electro-mechanical systems of a highly interesting nature. Work includes research, design,
development, manufacture and testing; you
will become a part of the latest advances in
inertial navigation
and guidance, fire
and flight controls,
analog and digital
computers.

REBEL ROOM

Private Party Menu
Family Style
Fried Chicken
Fried Ham
Brunswick Stew
Chicken Pie

Green Beans
Macaroni & Cheese
Vegetable Slaw
Coffee

Cobbler Pie
Apple, Peach, or Cherry
TELEPHONE GR. 3-7034
4 Miles East of Easley on Route 123

Hallmark

Valentine Greeting Cards

L. C. Martin Drug Co.

ROCKETDYNE is
building power for
outer space—large,
liquid propellant rocket engines. The Field Test
Laboratory in the Santa Susana Mountains is
the most complete rocket engine workshop in
the free world. Here a man meets more aspect*

of his specialty In one week than in a year of
"conventional" practice.
ATOMICS INTERNATIONAL is pioneering |n the
creative use of the atom. If you are able to
meet the high requirements for this work, you
can help introduce a new industrial era.
Atomics International is designing and building
varied types of nuclear reactors, for both power
and research, with the practical experience
gained by 10 years in the field.
MISSILE DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERING
Long range missiles, including the intercontinental SM-64 Navaho, present problems of th*
most fascinating
nature. Speeds,
materials and
functions now being dealt with were
only theoretical a
few years ago. Th*
work is vital; th*
opportunities for
you, as a creative
engineer, are correspondingly great.
CONTACT YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE TODAY
Make an appointment NOW to see North
American Representative on campus. OR WRITE!:
Mr. J. Kimbark,
College Relations
Representative,
Dept. 991-20, North
American Aviation,
MISSILE OtVeLOMEItT
Inc., Downey, Calif.

NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC.$
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Bengal Basketballers Begin Home Stand
Wake Forest Deacons Here Friday;
Carolina Invades On Tuesday Night
Cubs Win Sixth
Straight Game
Over Raiders

Seay Will Miss Until
Conference Tourney

By JERRY AUSBAND
BLUE MOON AND OPEN ARMS
Carl Wise's recent resignation left for the moment a
cold chill in the hearts of Clemson football followers, for
they knew that Wise had done a lot to hold the team toBy TOM ANDERSON, III
gether besides contributing a lot of football knowledge
Coach
Press
Maravich's misfortune-plagued Tiger
to his horses. Wise, one of the most well liked coaches
Forward Don
Carver led
basketeers,
possessors
of a somewhat meager 3-12 record,
at Clemson and all over the state when he made his the Clemson Cubs to a 77-58face
two'
tremendous
obstacles in the near future. The
speeches, had come to the Tigers to replace the great conquest of Greenville High
first
will
present
itself
tomorrow night in the Field
Red
Raiders
Tuesday
night
to
"Grey Eagle" Russ Cohen in 1955 after coaching in the
House
when
Coach
Murray
Greason and his 10th ranked
boost
their
season's
record
to
Canadian Pro League for a season. He was given a free
Wake
Forest
Demon
Deacons
invade Clemson in the
nine
wins
and
one
loss.
Carver
rein with the Tiger backfieldmen with Frank Howard
second
of
a
two-game
tour
into
South Carolina. The
as the coordinator between Wise, Bob Jones, and Bob dumped in 20 points to boost his
average to 13.6 points per game. Deacs tangle with Carolina tonight in Columbia.
Smith.
The Cubs, beaten only by
A second impediment in as
During his many successful games of which his backs
Fort Jackson with many Ail- many contests will appear here ians have kst but once in their
compiled a 14-4-2 record plus an Orange Bowl defeat Americans now in the service,
next Tuesday night in the per- last 15 outings, and, as men.
at the hands of Colorado, Wise helped develop such have compiled an impressive son of one Grady Wallace, the tioned previously, are number
players as Don King, Joe Paglei, Bill O'Dell, Joel Wells, record in winning their last skinny South Carolina forward
Jim Coleman, and Charlie Bussey. His most notable six games in a row. Of the whose prodigious scoring antics
accomplishment was the two wins over the University ten games played, three have have brought him national acof South Carolina for two straight years after the been won by 30 or more points, claim and a runner-up position,
including a 40 point victory ov- along with 5:9 Ghet Forte of
Tigers had lost so many to the Gamecocks.
There is no doubt in anyone's mind that Wise will be er Spartanburg Junior College, Columbia, in the national scor
missed on the Clemson coaching staff. Our loss, though, two by 22 points, one by 19, one ing race. Wallace and Forte
is Georgia Tech's gain. We wish to Coach Wise the best by 9, one by 2, and one by one.. both own 29.6 averages currentof everything—we only wish he could have stayed with Fort Jackson beat the Cubs by ly and are topped only by Kansas' seven-foot Negro soph,
19 points.
us; however, we do understand his desire to excell.
Walt Gibbons, tall bespeck- Wilt Chamberlain, at 30.8.
With the injury-bug followThe cold chill which Wise's resignation left was warm- led center for the Cubs, and
ed last week by the announcement from the CAA that one of three starters from ing hard on the heels of Bill
McKeesport
Pennsylvania, Yarborough's ineligibility and
Charlie Waller, a veteran backfield coach with some leads the Baby Tigers with a a brief two-player suspension,
marvelous records, would replace Wise as backfield 15.1 scoring average for the it may be said with ample reaten games. His top scoring son that fate has dealt congencoach.
feat was a, 25 point game iel Press Maravich a terrible
Waller, who comes direct from a similar position at the against the Georgia Tech Ba- hand in this, his initial camUniversity of Texas, is one of the top backfield coaches by Engineers in an overtime.
paign at Tigertown.
GENE SEAY and Dick Yeary
Career, a forward from ElkHoward talked only to Waller, and in one day, negotiawere injured durine ^r"'^0
ins,
West
Virginia,
is
second
in
te the nation and comes to Clemson as the first choice,
game scoring with a 13.6 aver- sessions last week and neither
tions were complete. Waller will undoubtedly report to age. George Krajack, another made the unfruitful road u.p
GENE SEAY
the Clemson campus before the February 18 spring foot- forward and second of the to North Carolina this past
ten
in
the
most recent A. P. cage
Seay
suffered
a
starters from McKeesport, has week-end.
ball starting date.
a 12 point average, while Dutch fractured skull and will proba- poll. Greason approaches the
Waller's backfields amassed a 12-13 record in the two Shample, starting guard and bly see no action until the A. C. Clemson tilt warily, however,
seasons he was with the Longhorns. Six of the wins third of the players from Mc- C. tourney early in March. The remembering the never-say-die
6:6 center's deadly corner shot Tiger spirit, which he witnesscame the season before last when his Longhorns had a Keesport has an 11.0 average.
Other players who have di- and his remarkable rebounding ed at Winston-Salem as his club
6-4 record, while the Texang could win but one game this vided the fifth starting roll are ability will be sorely missed by posted an eleven-point victory
past season against nine losses.
Frank Marino, a guard from the Country Gentlemen as they margin. "We'll have to be at
Although Wise will long be remembered on campus Welch, West Virginia with a 8.6 enter the stretch. Yeary, a our best . . .", remarked Greaaverage, Bill Warren, another colorful reserve guard, sprained son concerning the Clemson
for his sterling coaching and all-around graciousness, guard from McKeesport, with an ankle in the second catastro- contest. "We have never had
Waller is expected to pick up the loose ends where Wise an 8.7 average, Frank McGuire, phe of the uneventful week. The an easy time of it at . . . Clema forward from Laurinburg, N. Kentucky junior, however, has son, and this trip won't be an
left off.
rapidly
and
it exception," he added.
C, with a 2.6 average, and convalesced
WHITHER BOXING AND WRESTLING Frank Clarke, a center from slated for limited duty tomorWay back in 1948, Clemson had one of the few boxing Wadesboro, N. C, with a 2.5 row night,
With these mishaps in mind,
average.
teams in the Southern Conference. In 1948, one of the
The Cubs as a unit have con- it may be noted that only Vinteam's most successful years, the Tiger boxers won two tributed 756 points towards nie Yockel and towering Ed
meets, lost two and tied one. Where are those days and their games for a 75.6 average Brinkley have performed in all
per game. Hitting on a .657 av- 15 engagements. The Jersey
when are they coming back?
erage, the Cubs have dropped City forward, Yocke^, had two
At both the summer and winter meetings of the At- in 142 of 216 free throws at- lucrative nights (55 points)
lantic Coast Conference the conference noted with pride tempted. The Baby Tigers' op- last week and thus boosted his
ponents have hit for 599 points average to a creditable 19.1,
that wrestling was out of its foundling days in the ACC overall.
high for the club. Brinkley talwith all but Clemson and South Carolina having the
lied 28 points Saturday night at
The Cubs next take on the
sport in their schools. The conference officials went on Western Carolina freshmen
a preliminary to the Clemto note that every school in the conference was not only as
son-Wake Forest clash Friday
engrossed in football, basketball, and baseball, they all night. The freshman game is
had tennis, swimming, track, and golf teams. All but slated to begin at six o'clock
Clemson and Carolina had wrestling—a situation which in the field house. Press Maravich's Cubs whipped the
the ACC sought to remedy when it asked both schools WC frosh in their last meetto consider putting at least a wrestling team into action ing 78-47 on the WC _ home
court.
as soon as they felt the school could have it.
In conjunction with the ClemFrank Howard, with one of his quotable quotes, said son-South Carolina meeting on
jokingly, "We'll have wrestling just as soon as Mr. Tuesday night, the frosh will
Moto becomes our coach." We wonder if someone who again be called on to begin the
night's affair with a game at 6.
is much better at wrestling rather than judo and trick- They take on the South Caroery couldn't fill the bill much more ably.
lina frosh in their first meetWhy Clemson does not have a wrestling team and why ing of the year.
they discontinued boxing are questions we do not have
The fellow who is always givthe answers to as of now. We can only suppose that ing others a piece of his mind is
wrestling has just never been iniated because there was often the one who can least afno Southern Conference interest. Boxing is another ford it.
question.
The best thing about popular
Back in 19488 when Clemson topped the Citadel and music is that it isn't popular long.
VINNIE YOCKEL
Raleigh for his season's peak
Georgia, lost to the University of Maryland and Georgia,
Man's dangerous age is that
The lanky Asheand tied South Carolina, such men as bantamweight last-spark period when he really performance.
ville product is 11.3 on the seaJohnny Lindsay, featherweight Dave Coakley, light- isn't dangerous to anything ex- son.
ASSUMING a Wake victory in
weights Joe Hardwick and Archie Bunger, welterweight cept his own reputation.
Columbia tonight,
Greason's
Carl Pulkinen, senior welterweights Ariel Warrick and
Help Wanted, Male, ad in the doughty Deacs will be accomEd Maney, middleweight Roy Lawson, light heavyweights Trail, B. C, Times: "Responsible panied by an eight-game win
Joe Gammon and Ruty Donkle, and heavyweights John position open for puppy to help streak when they arrive here
tomorrow. The North CarolinGammon and Tom Salisbury, were the terrors of the train three small children."
ring.
Movement is underway on campus and around town
to promote a boxing team for the school. Several stuI dents are very interested in the team as are other comELECTRICAL
MECHANICAL
munity people.
Wrestling is a sport which is fastly becoming one of
PHYSICISTS
the most liked contests in the South today. Surely, colAS A SERVICE COMPANY IN THE OIL
lege wrestling could not have the color of a pro match

Four of the Wake Forest
starters are hitting in the double figure category with Jack
Williams and Jackie Murdock
waging a battle for the top spot.
Williams, a 6:3 forward, has a
15.9 average for 15 games while
Murdock is 15.0 for 18 scraps.
Ernie Wiggins has a 12.9 mark
and Jim Gilley an 11.6.
The Gameroosters, of course,
will feature the fabled Wallace in their formidable offensive attack Tuesday night. In
17 games this season the Pikeville, Ky., sharpshooter
has
poured in 503 points and is considered by some observers as
being superior to North Carolina's AU-American Lennie Rosenbluth. Three sophomores and
another senior will round out
Frank Johnson's starting array.
Cookie Pericola, Dick
Hoffman and Fred Lentz aro
the second-year men; Bobbv
McCoy, a diminutive Kentuckian, is the other veteran. Pericola is a likely choice for 2nd
team All ACC honors and owns
a respectable 16.3 ppg. mark.
NONETHELESS, the Carolina fracas must be termed a
toss-up simply because of the
moral
importance
involved.
Clemson is ruled the underdSg
in the Wake tilt. However, it
seems that tomorrow night's
visitors are ripe for an upset.
Fletcher Smoak, head cheerleader for the varsity cheering squad, announced today
that tryouts for varsity cheerleading spots will be held
Monday night. The vacancies
were created by the senior status of Jimmy Jones and John
Duffie who will graduate in
June.
Any boy interested in trying out for the two spots are
invited to meet with the remaining cheerleaders at 6:30 in
Tillman Hall.

CHARLIE WALLER

Waller Replaces Wise
As Backmen Strategist
Charlie Waller, backfield coach for two years at the
University of Texas, has accepted a similar position at
Clemson which was* vacated by Carl Wise who resigned
on January 29 to accept a post at Georgia. Tech.
Waller, a seasoned veteran in
football circles, said he was
"looking forward to coming t6
Clemson" and knew he would
be "real happy" he,re.
Waller's appointment came
close on the heels of Wise's resignation to go to Georgia Tech
as backfield coach under Bobby
Dodd who has turned out many
fine teams in the past few years.
Waller was the only man interviewed for the job Athletic Director Frank Howard announced
after an all day session on January 30.
The Griffin. Georgia, native
said, "I think you have one of
the outstanding coaches in the
country in Frank Howard and
I'm anxious to get moved and
start working with him and
his staff." Howard said that
Waller comes to Clemson
highly recommended from
some of the country's top
coaches.
Wise, who had been offered

the backfield coaching job at th«
University of Houston and at
Georgia Tech, is to remain on
campus until all of his business
details are wound up. He will
report to Tech before spring
practice.
Tech was lacking a backfield
coach due to the resignation of
Frank Broyles who had resigned
to become head coach at Missouri. Bo Hagen, backfield coach
at Rice and former Tech aide,
had been offered the job, but
he took himself out of the running to stay with Clemson's former coach, Jess Neely.
In speaking of his resignation, Wise said, "My relations
at Clemson have been wonderful. I have enjoyed my two
years here very much and hate
to leave. I hope I leave good
will, and friends in South
Carolina."
Wise's decision to leave WM
(Continued" on page 7)

SIT DOWN in the* common room/take out your, Luckies—
and who pops up to share the fun? None other than that
friendly, familiar figure, the Lounge Scrounge! He's a sly
guy, too; he knows which cigarettes taste best—and he
knows just who carries 'em. Luckies taste better to buyers
and borrowers—and no wonder! A Lucky is all cigarette
. . . nothing but fine, mild, good-tasting tobacco that's
TOASTED to taste even better. Light up a Lucky right now.
You'll say it's the best-tasting cigarette you ever smoked!

WHAT DID THEY CAU THE
TROJAN HORSE I

WHAT IS A 97-LB. ARAM

Phony Pony

Weak SheiK

FARRIS HOTCHKISS.

JOHN RUGGIERO.

WASHINGTON * LEE

KOUNGSTOWN U.

WHO KEEPS THE NAVY IN

STITCHES?

WHERE DO YOU KEEP A HIGH HORSil

FIELD ENGINEERS

(Continued on Page 5)

Visit Us For The Best Sandwich
In Town!
COFFEE
SOFT DRINKS

DAN'S
9:30 A. M. 'Til Mid-Night
f

INDUSTRY WE OFFER:
Liberal Pay and Benefits
Locations In 20 States
Outdoor Work

No Close Supervision
Promotions From Within
Short Training Period

We Interview on Your Campus Feb. 11-12
See your Placement Director for Particulars

Schlumberger Well Surveying Corp.
Box 2175
HOUSTON, TEXAS

-JOHN BRADY

Sailors' Tailors

PROVIDENCE COLLEGE

ItOIERT LONG.
MISSISSIPPI SOUTHERH

STUDENTS! MAKE $25
CIGARETTES

i

Do you like to shirk work? Here's some easy money—
start Stickling! We'll pay $25 for every Stickler we
print—and for hundreds more that never get used.
Sticklers are simple riddles with two-word rhyming answers. Both words
must have the same number of syllables. (Don't do drawings.) Send
your Sticklers with your name, address, college and class to Happy-<JoeLucky, Box 67A, Mount Vernon, N. Y.

Luckies Taste Better
"IT'S TOASTED" TO TASTE BETTER :; : CLEANER, FRESHER, SMOOTHER!
•A.

T. CO.

PRODUCT

or t/£ JVmvu&am. UuvajzefrkxmuMvw AMERICA'S HADING MANUFACTURER or CIGARSTTO

Tall StatT
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AND THEY'RE OFF

Basketeer
By Bill Crosson, Assoc. Sports Editor, THE TIGER
Ending his basketball days at Tigertown with the
most outstanding play since All-American Banks McFadden, Bill Yarborough graduated with not only a degree, but with also more records to his credit than any
one before him.

John Dowdle (left) and Pete Murphy, (right)
two of Clemson's finest swimmers, push off at
the beginning of the grueling 200 yard back
stroke competition against the University of

South Carolina. Clemson won the meet 47-38
for their second ACC victory of the season.
Clemson whipped Wake Forest in a meet early
this year. (Tiger Photo by Brogdon Nichols)

Bengals Outclass USC,
Drop Two Other Meets
By DICK CARTER
Clemson 47—Carolina 38
With the first semester drawing to a close, the Clemson College swimming team was host to the University of
South Carolina tank team and in the ensuing swimming
meet, proceeded to thoroughly trounce the visiting Gamecocks. The taste of victory was sweet to the Tiger
Tankmen since it had been quite some time that the
fruits of victory were sampled.
Dowdle, Philpott, Gilmer,
and McCahan started things
off for tfle Tfes h^ grabbing
off first place in the 400 yd.
medley relay. Wes Millard
quickly followed with a first
place in the 220 yd freestyle
with Bo Wilson grabbing another point by taking third.
Hendee could only manage a
second place behind Carolina's
Bailey. Lou Ackerman made
up for the loss though with an
excellent time of 2:32.3 in the
200 yd. butterfy event.
Clemson suffered a setback
in the diving event with Kimes
and Myers of USC taking first
and second respectively.
Following the 'diving, Mac Hendee
proceeded to take revenge for
his early loss to Bailey by leading the pack in the 100 yd. dash.
Ackerman of Clemson was second in this event. John Dowdle showed some of his speedier traits in the 200 yd. backs'roke by outdistancing Pouln-t of Carolina. Pete Murphy
of Clemson was a close third
on the heels of Poulnot.
The talented Wes Millard
displayed his ability as a distance swimmer in the 440 yd.
freestyle with a very good
time of 5:26.6. Eric Philpott
could only manage to grab a
second place in the 200 yd.
breaststroke.
Carolina succeeded in obtaining a first place in the 400 yd.
freestyle relay.
DAVIDSON 46—CLEMSON 39
Once again Clemson's own
went down in defeat.
The
splash boys from Davidson College proved to be too much for
the ailing Tigers. Mac Hendee
was suffering from a broken
foot-bone and his loss was sorely felt.
Davidson jumped into the
lead by taking a first place in
the 400 yd. medley relay. Wes
Millard and Bo Wilson tied the
meet up by taking first and second in the 200 yd. freestyle and
this, of course, eased the depressed feelings of the Tig
tankmen.
Davidson pulled out frint
again with a first and third in
the 60 yd. dash and Lou Ackerman narrowed the margin with
a first in the 200 yd. butterfly.
McCanhan of Clemson could
only get second behind Sharp
of Davidson in the diving and
from this point on, Clemson was
no threat to Davidson.
Rivers of Davidson lengthened the lead of Davidson with a
first in the 100 yd. dash, and
Russell and Carrell cinched
things with first and second in
the 200 yd. backstroke event.
Clemson's hopes were raised slightly with a first and
second in the 440 yd. freestyle event. Millard and Wilson brought the bacon home
this time with Millard turning in a fine time of5:31:4.

The final destruction
of
Clemson's hopes came in the 200
yd. breaststroke with Edwards
and Scott of Davidson taking
the first two places and enough
points to wrap up the niet.
Not giving up entirely, the
Tigers came through by taking
a first place in the 400 yd. freestyle relay.
DUKE 63—CLEMSON 23
With what is probably the
worst defeat in the history of
Clemson athletic teams, the big
splash of Clemson was turned
into a small puddle. Not meaning to imply that the Clemson
swimming team did not try, but
the inference here is tht Di'^p
put a team into the pool that
Clemson was not expecting.
Clemsons only firsts were in
the 200 yd. butterfly and the
400 yd. freestyle relay.
Lou
Ackerman was superb in the
butterfly event and Webster,
McCahan, Wilson and Ackerman pulled down the first in
the 400. Other than these two
events, Clemson had nothing to
offer in the line of competition
against the Duke Bilue Devils.

Yockel Is Rated
Third In ACC
Seorina Race
Vinnie Yockel, hard hitting
guard for the Tiger basketeers,
is ranked third in scoring leaders in the latest Atlantic Coast
Conference statistics.
Yockel,
from Jersey City, New Jersey,
and a letterman last year, again
leads the Tigers with a 19.1 average in the fifteen games
Clemson has played.
Grady Wallace of South Carolina, the nation's third leading
scorer, is tops with a 29.6 average, followed closely by North
Carolina's Lennie Rosenbluth
with a 26.3 average. Other top
scorers in the conference include Bob Hardy of Virginia,
John Rickter of State, Jack
Williams of Wake Forest, Pete
Brennan of North Carolina, Ray
Pericola of South
Carolina,
Jackie Murdock of Wake Forest, Jim Newcomb of Duke,
Bucky Allen of Duke, Bob Seitz
of N. C. State, and Bill. Yarborough of Clemson, who was
eligible for only 13 games this
season, with a 14.2 average.
In team statistics, Clemson
is ranked fifth in conference
offense with 1063 points in 15
games for a 70.9 average.
North Carolina, the nation's
top team as rated by both
major wire services, tops the
conference scoring with _an
83.3 average.
Then comes
South Carolina with an 82.5
average, Duke with a 77.5,
State with a 77.2, Clemson,
Wake Forest with * 67.7,
Virginia with a 66.3, and

Setting the pace was Bill's
criteria while playing ball. Always a team man, he started his
career on the hardwoods at
Walhalla, playing four years
with the varsity. His senior
year he led the Walhalla quintet to All State Class A championship with an average of 25
points per game.
Yarborough, although used
rather sparingly his first college year, compiled a 7.5 average in hitting 120 points.
DESPITE NOT playing for
the first half of the next season, he showed an improvement
that was to prove indicative of

Great New Jersey
Athlete Stars In
Two Mai or Soorts
One of the greatest all-around
athletes in New Jerseys history has enrolled at Clemson
this semester under an athletic
scholarship to pursue a course
of study in education.
Tommy Simonovich, former
basketball - football - baseball
star from West New York, New
Jersey, entered Clemson on
Monday for matriculation and
registration. The big (6-3, 210)
athlete was sought by many of
the nation's leading schools and
by top major league clubs. In
a New York Giant baseball
school last year attended by
150 boys, Simonvich was named
as the most outstanding.Coming to Clemson, Simonvich says he plans to play
basketball and baseball for
the Tigers. He will, as soon
as his eligibility is established, play for the Clemson Cub
basketball team which has
absorbed but one loss this
year.
All-County and All-State in
his three chosen sports and
also chosen All-Metropolitan
(which includes all of New
York City) plus All-American
as a football end, Simonvich is
a left-handed pitcher.
While
at Memorial High School in
West New York' last year, he
won 10 of his teams 15 consecutive games on the mound.
While not pitching, he was
playing first base.
The 18 year old youth doesn't
know what its like to be on a
losing football team as his
school has not tasted defeat in
the past six years, and during
the past eight years the school
record is 95-2-1. In his senior
year he was the high scoring
end in the state with 60 points.
Maryland with a 64.4.
Clemson, which held the same
spot last year and in spite of
a very much improved defense,
again holds the eighth position
in team defense with an 82.3
average per game being scored
against them. The Demon Deacons of Wake Forest hold the
first position allowing only 60.3
points per game against the*.

BILL YARBOROUGH
things to come, as he posted an
average of 15.7 per game.
It was not until the '54-'55
season that Bill really came into his own. As the Tigers
roared up to Raleigh, North
Carolina, for the first Atlantic
Coast Conference tournament,
Bill was the high man of the
night. Taking on the Maryland
Terapins in the initial contest
of the tourney, the six-footer
from Walhalla came through
with 25 counters to take scoring honors going away.
During 1955 old Tiger records
started falling faster than historians could record them.
Against all-powerful North Carolina State, Bill attempted 42
field goals. Next, while engaging arch rival South Carolina, the fans saw him put two
on the books, as 17 were sunk
from the iloor, which, when
coupled with 12 counters from
the foul line, rated another
spot in the field house for a 46
point total.
ONCE AGAIN the Walhalla
wonder came through in Raleigh. This time North Carolina
State was the opponent.
Bill
proceeded to romp through the
defenses of the team that later
won the tournament for two
years running. He dropped in
all of 34 markers, to lead his
tourney teammates once more.
This sterling performance won
him a berth on the All-A.C.C.
second tournament team.
As the season drew to a close,
it was noted that even more
honors were to be bestowed upon Bill. He now holds the ti-

tle for the most field goals,
247, and the most free throws,
157. The statisticians combined these two single heights in
adding two more books to bis
already extensive library of
records. They found that the
number of points throughout
the season, 651, was more than
enough, and that the 28.3 average was also the best to date.
The year was completed when
Yarborough was selected for
the second team in the Atlantic
Coast Conference.
Up to the 1956 play, the 160pounder held down 8th place in
the conference scoring race, as
he tallied 487 points up until
that time.
In the A.C.C. tournament,
rounding out his junior year,
Yarborough was credited with
20 points, when the Tigers took
on N. C. State for the second
year in a row.
WITH ONLY one more semester's worth of eligibility
left, 13 games all told, Bill proceeded to initiate the season by
gathering in the greatest number of charity shots attempted
and made.
Bill still continued, despite
his comparative unerring accuracy, to be a team man and
play maker of the club.
After completing his court
days for the Bengals, all the
baskets were counted and it was
found that the talented married
man was to receive even more
laurels. As a result of his infallible accuracy from the floor
in making 519 shots, his steadiness from the foul line in pushing through 330 points, for an
average of .764 in that department, Bill scored an all-over total of 1,368 points. This figure,
accumulated over five seasons,
some of them partial ones, netted the 22 year old sneior a
career average of 19.0 points.
This, incidentally, is a record,
his last.
BILL YARBOROUGH has
given fans much to remember.
Possibly one of his greatest
memories will be when he was
the fourth leading scorer in
the nation with an average of
better than 28 points per game.
JUST IN TIME
They were late at the ball
game and he was disturbed. Arriving at the end of the sixth,
he asked, "What is the score?"
"Nothing to nothing," was the
answer.
"There now," exclaimed the
sweet young thing, "we haven't
missed a thing.''

Electric City
Printing Co.

Press "I'll - never-throw-in-the-towel - because
its-in-my-mouth" Maravich sits nervously with
his towel in his mouth at the Auburn game
during the Carousel Tournament along with
Sports Publicity Director Bob Bradley who
seems to completely disheartened by the whole

thing. Team Manager Al Soudan disgustedly
puts down another fowl against Clemson. The
reason for all this anguish—an Auburn victory
over the Tigers 84-64 after the Tigers had led
five points at half time.
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DON'T SIGN OFF
The twins, five years old, had
knelt for bedtime prayer. Little
Clara prayed first, concluding:
"Amen, Good-night, Lord. And
now stay tuned for Clarence."

Dial CAnal 4-6331
224 East Orr Street
Anderson, South Carolina
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B&W ENGINEER
you put

GROWTH
IN YOUR CAREER

GRADUATING ENGINEERS...

If you,

["Tomorrow Thinker"

,.. Join a creative team which
has for over 25 years
contributed significant firsts
to aviation. Latest from our
'Tomorrow Thinkers":
AIRCRAFT- F-105 Thunderchief
MISSILES-Terrapm

MAKE A DATE../"
to discuss your "tomorrow"
with our representatives
on this campus:
TUESDAY. OCTOBER 30th

For further information on
Aircraft and Missile* opportunities
see your Placement Officer

SWATfMMAWMJoV /%%/*/% TV£9/%/ j
Farmingdale. Long Island, N. Y.

FEBRUARY 12th

There's no question about the importance of
engineering at The Babcock & Wilcox Company. In whatever activity you choose, you'll
work with engineers at B&W. Engineering is
emphasized throughout the company, from
Management through the diversified activities
of Sales, Manufacturing, Quality Control, Field
Erection, Service, Research, Development, and
Design.
Engineers at B & W are the key men—or those
who will become key men. And your progress is
not restricted to a special phase of engineering
because of the very nature of the company and
its integrated products, services, and activities.
There is much to choose from—enough to give
you every opportunity to make sure you're
doing what you want to do, and to grow in
your job.
Ask any member of your faculty about
B&W's engineering, business, and financial
reputation. And for details about what the
future can hold for you at B&W, our booklet
"Opportunities with Babcock & Wilcox," details our training plan. Your college placement
officer will give you a copy when you talk" to
him about an interview with B&W representatives, who will be on your campus on:

FEBRUARY 26

BABCOCK

* wncox

161 East 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.
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"Standing On The Corner
By JERRY AUSBAND
The Wolf had monopolized the
highest and best corner for
many years, but he was getting
old now, and the younger fellows were moving in on him.
True, the Wolf had been represented by many generations
since 1947 in the Old South.
There had been a Shavlik Wolf,
a Modolet Wolf, a Ranzino Wolf,
and many other Wolves of varying skill. They had held the'
corner post every year except
1953 when the Baby Wolf was
sick and couldn't do anything
right.
For years however, there
had been stiff competition

from the Deacon, the Devil,
and from the-Man-in-the-Carolina-blue-suit. These were
determined to undermine the
Wolfs fancy setup of everything coming his way. These
three were especially jealous
of the Wolf's three favorite
dates, Dixie, NIT, and NCAA
especially around Christmas
and the Ides of March.
In 1953 when the Wolf momentarily stumbled in his quest
for big stakes, the Devil showed
himself as a stunning fellow and
walked away with tne Wolf's
girl, Champion. There had been
a shake-up in their gang around
Christmas time of the preceding

ALABAMA
(Ed. note—This !s the second of a series of reports
from various colleges and universities in the United
States on their ticket distribution for football and other
sports. It is hoped that these reports will give hoth
administration and students an insight into our own
ticket situation.)
"Rather than comment on your method of ticket distribution we will outline our method for you, because as
you know, there are many ways of doing a certain job,
any one or all, may be all right. If your present system works for you without too much abuse, and the
students, faculty, and administration are satisfied, you
may have a good system for your school.
"Here is our method. At the
beginning of each school year
In September, we require each
student to go through a process of picture making. Our
Audio Visual Aids Department
sets up and operates the camera. Each student going through
registration comes through the
line where he signs two ID
cards, one a temporary, and
one permanent, with corresponding numbers We keep
the permanent card and give
the student the temporary
card to use until the permanent
card with his picture on it is
ready.
"The student takes his temporary card along with his registration schedule to the Treasurer's Office for payment of fees.
When fees are paid, the temporary card is validated by the
Treasurer's Office. Our student
activity fee per semester is $7.50
of which $3 is allocated to athletics. This fee entitles the student to free admission to all oncampus athletic events, and an
opportunity to buy tickets to other games played within the
state at a price of $1 for football
and 50 cents to $1 for basketball
games. Our students pay regular prices for out-of-state games.
"Dates are set up for students
to turn in validated temporary

ID cards in exchange for permanent ID cards.
"For admission to each game
the student must show his ID
card which has his picture
thereon along with his ticket.
If a student misuses his ID
card, the card is : taken up at
the gate. The student cannot
get his ID card back and forfeits his rights to student admission to all athletic events
for the remainder of school
year.
"At the beginning of second
semester the Treasurer's Office
punches the permanent card with
a special punch which lets us
know that the student has paid
his fees for second semester.
"Our system has worked very
well for us. However, we do
have some complaints and a few
students are caught each year
misusing their cards.
"Enclosed are several information sheets that we have printed
for registration and throughout
the year to aid our students in
following our procedure.
"We hope that the information
we have given may be of some
value to you. If we can be of
further help, please call on us.
"Yours very truly,
"B. W. Whittington
"Ticket Office Assistant"

TRAILING THE TIGER
(Continued from Page 4)

on your television screen, but here again we have an
argument that some students would like to wrestle
competitively.
We feel sure that more will be said on both these subjects. After a week of research and just plain talking,
this columnist should have a few answers, and, more
especially, a few plans.
NO NEED FOR GLASSES NOW
Clemson students, who, in the past, have had to carry
high magnification glasses with them to basketball
games in order to even see the scoreboard much less read
the numbers when they did have glasses, will be relieved
to know that glasses will be out of order when the Tigers
meet Wake Forest here Friday night.
A new scoreboard, 3Vi feet by 18 feet, has baen installed in the field house large gymnasium through the
good graces of the athletic department. Termed by
manufacturers as the latest, the board has 24 inch numerals to indicate hoth the score and the time remaining
on a "tick-away clock" (by seconds).
This new feature of the basketball world caused Coach
Press Maravich, who is in his first season in the Atlantic
Coast Conference, to remark, "We might not have the
biggest team in the conference, but we have the biggest
scoreboard."
TIGER BITS
While wading through tons of people and paper work
during registration for second semester, we saw Don
King, a tremendous quarterback for the Tigers in the
1955 campaign, registering for his ninth semester at
Clemson. Don was back to enlarge his knowledge after
an illness which forced him to leave medical school last
year. It is certainly good to see Don gracing our campus
again
We wonder if Horace Turbeville was as smart
as he thought he was in leaving Clemson. We ask this
question because of the remarks he made at Newberry
Monday. . . .We understand that some sort of the same
deal is being worked by "Dink" Lawrence—he wants to
go to either Houston or Florida State.

TIGER TAVERN
A Delightful Coffee Shop With
Fountain Service
Located in Lower Lobby of Clemson House

Open 9:30 a. m. to 12 p. m.
Sandwiches
Fountain Service
Newstand

had not been idle. The Big
Four, as the middle section of
the gang came t° De known,
ruled with an iron hand. However, there was espionage underway to throw over the chief
and get his girls and his money.
Even the Turtle was in on the
plan, while the Chicken, the Cavalier, and the Tiger were too
weak to help out any at all. The
Hemric-Davis Deacon, the Wilkinson Cavalier, the Mayer-Belmont Devil, the Rosenbluthman-in-the-blue-suit, and the
Yarborough Tiger, made it hard
for the Wolf to get a date, but
his charming ways finally came
through in the pinch.
A Kessler Turtle, a Wallace

Chicken, and a Yockel Tiger
were thrown in to stop the monopoly. However, even they were
not enough to stop the completely charming Wolf.
Then, the Tiger got a new
guardian, the man-in-the-blue
suit got an All-American whiz

Tigers Drop Two
More Games To Old
Conference Foes

Tigers Begin Twenty Drill Spring
Practice Minus Turbeville On 18th

year because seven of the Wolf's
friends declared a civil war on
some other people such as the
Paladin, the Bulldog, the Gobbler, and other roughnecks who
were too conservative. The
eight finally decided to form
their own club on the Atlantic
Coast. The Wolf didn't fare too
well in that exchange.
For the Wolf there was no
rest until he could again whistle at Champion, and she
would come running to his
side. He won her back again,
and flirted calmly with Dixie,
NIT, and NCAA too. He ruled
the corner again.
All this time, his seven friends

SECOND IN SERIES

"

Vinnie Yockel
Leaps Forward
Despite Losses
By NICK CARTER
Despite the indication of their
record the Tiger Basketball
squad has made a creditable
showing this season. Out of the
twelve games lost only five have
been over ten points and one
of these was DV eleven points.
The team's weakness has been
the lack of height, with the
largest man being 6'6". In a
conference of giants this is relatively small. And for the last
two games captain and center
Gene Seay who is the big man
has been injured. Also Bill Yarborough, a 4% year veteran, has
finished his playing eligibilty.
The team has averag-ed 71
points per game as compared
with t^e opponents 82 per
game. The largest loss was to
the nation's top ranked team,
86-54. The largest score the
University of North Carolina,
team has won by was a 75-67
win over Davidson in the Carrousel Tournament.
Most of the games have been
close until the fourth quarter
when the team seems to run out
of gas. This certainly cannot
be termed as "choking up"; Not
after the way the Tigers played
against North Carolina State,
coming back to take a 96-94
victory in overtime.
The home court is a distinct
advantage, and since the Timers
have played at home but four
times, this could be one of the
main reasons for the poor show
ing. The team has split four
games at home while winning
one and losing ten on the road.
So far this season, Vince
Tockel has been the main stay
of the Tiger team. Yockel, a
candidate for all ACC honors,
has averaged 19.1 points per
game and 6.8 rebounds per
game. His shooting percentage
has been somewhat remarkable, 42.5%. His highest po'if
total for the year was «t
against Wake Forest.
Ed Brinkley is another played very much in the picture.
Brinkley boasts the best shooting
percentage on the team, a terrific
47.5% and is second in points
per game with 11.3.
Captain Gene Seay from
Greenville leads the team in rebounds and is the third highest
scorer with a 10.3 points per
game average. Seay has pulled
an average of 7.8 rebounds off
the boards per game and has
displayed outstanding leadership
on and off the court.
Play maker Tom Cameron
heads the guard corps. Cameron,
a Jersey City, New Jersey native,
sets p most of the plays and is
perhaps the best defensive player on the squad. He is very fast
and steals the ball quite often.
Cameron is averaging 10.0 points
per game.

DESPITE * 40-37 halftime
lead, the Tigers were unable to
attain victory over five times
beaten North Carolina State.
Prior to last Saturday's contest,
it was feasible that the Bengals
could come into a tie with the
Wolfpack and pull out of the
cellar—a feat they've yet to
accomplish since the formation
of the Atlantic Soast Conferenc
in 1953.
Sparked by 28 and 22 points
for Ed Brinkly and Vince Yokel, respectively the Tigertowners still retined a margin of
one point midway in the second
half. It was then that co-captains Cliff Hafer and John Maglio rallied to give their club the
longer side of a 56-55 count.
From then on, it was nip and
tuck, with the 'Pack holding a
slight edge.
FACING humiliation on their
home court from the cellardwelling Tigers, the Wolfpack
had to go into a semi-freeze in
the waning minutes as their
fluctuating lead again shrank to
one point with a single minute
left in the fray. However, with
every starter on the N. C. State
team hitting in the double col
umn, the North Carolinians
emerged victorious, 75-71.
Wake Forest's Deamon Deacons, after sweeping to a 20
point halftime lead, were able
to coast in for a 81-70 victory
over the visiting Tigers Friday
night in Winston-Salem.
GENE
SEAY
and Dickie
Yeary were sorely missed, as the
Deacs compiled an even greater
margin with 14 minutes left to
play, 70-37. Coach Murry Greason lifted his varsity at that point
and his reserves finished the
game.
The victory was the 7th in a
row for the Deacons, and their
14th in the last 15 starts. The
win elevated the Wake Forest
five from a fourth place position
to second place in the A. C. C,
rushing past Duke, Virginia, and
the Tigers.
Jack Williams paced his teammates with 18 points and was
pushed for scoring honors b
guard Jackie Murdock with 16,
Ernie Wiggins with 15, and Jim
Gilley with 14. Tiger-wise, keen,
eyed forward Vince Yoked was
the big man of the night, as he
dropped through 33 counters, al
most half the total of the Bengal
endeverment.
TOMORROW NIGHT the Tig
ers will have their opportunity
for revenge as the Deacons invade the field house for a return
engagement again minus the services of center Gene Seay.

from Kentucky, the Turtle rot
a Lic.^iiii iu._, o'»-r.c.,, as a
friend, the Deacon rejuvenat
ed an old friend, Williams, and
the Devil got a lot of young
friends.
It looked as if the Wolf was
just about to be jilted by all his
girl friends. The Shavlik-Modolet Wolf era was finished and
only the Maglio Wolf, a distant

cousin, was left to carry on the
work. He just couldn't monopolize all the girl friends, although for a while it looked as if
he might share Champion with
his friend-in-the-blue-suit.
The Tiger, who had at one
time been too weak to do anything but win over the less
pretty girls, suddenly came to
life although his former girl
friends Were still there to keep
him company. He couldn't win
Champion much less NIT and
NCAA, but he could and did
help to undermine any future
plans for the Wolf. He dated
Champion one night, although
he had to fight the Wolf for
45 minutes to do it.

The Wolf was beaten—he hsd
lost his girls and his prestige.
He was out for revenge, and
coupled with the man-in-theblue-suit, the Deacon, \he Turtle, and the Devil, prevented the
Tiger from ever dating Champion again. However, the other
members were not content to
let the Wolf have his girls back
—they wanted them and earnestly strove to get them.
Without too much trouble,
the man-ln-the-blue-suit dated Champion for 15 straight
times. Even the rest of the
members were beaten out although they too kept trying.
The Wolf, down but not out,
though he had to pay the local

gendarmes fines for a few m!fl»
demenors before he could. H«
whipped the Tiger in a clos«
fight, even though he was fighting over the ugliest girl of all.
Cellar. The Tiger had to be
satisfied with Cellar.
Then, too, the fight Is not
over. The Tiger still must fight
the Chicken, the Deacon, the
Turtle, and the Cavalier, Champion and Dixie have already been
won, and NIT and NCAA probably, by the man-in-the-bluesuit, but the Tiger, while dating
Cellar steadily now, is looking
for someone else to fight in
order to get rid of that obnoxious girl.

Clemson's spring football sessions will blossom into
full bloom on the sixteenth of March when the Orange
and Blue meet in the annual intra-squad game sponsored by the Block "C" Club. Athletic Director and Head
Football Coach Frank Howard announced the date after stating that spring football practice would begin on
February 18.
Football prospects and returning lettermen, expected to
number approximately 75, will
report to Howard's court for a
four week run on that date.
Atlantic Coast Conference rules
limit the session to twenty
practices, and the Tigers will
work these twenty into four
weeks of strenuous workouts.
Howard and his staff will not
hold drills on Thursdays of each
week because of the ROTC drills
on the same afternoon.
At first, the intrasquad game
was scheduled for the 9th of
March, but in deference to the
Atlantic Coast Conference basketball tournament on March
7-9, the game was rescheduled
for the 16th. •
Howard's Horses which ran out
a 7-1-2 regular season schedule
before losing to Colorado in the
Orange Bowl, will have to look to
the strong freshman team f o
support.
Eleven lettermen, including eight of the starting team
are lost by eligibility rules, while
21 lettermen return to form the
basis for the 1957 Tigers.

Johnnie Mac Goff of Saluda to the Tigers this year are: ends
and Virgil Dillon of Mt. Hope, Billy Breedlove, Ray Masneri,
Va., are the two top replace- Bill Few, and Whitey Jordan.
ments for White at the quarter- Tackles Jack Bush, Jim McCanless and Johnny Thomason.
back slot.
Guards H. B. Brourton, John
A flock of halfbacks who
Grdijan,
Jim Payne, Leon Kalshowed their backs to the opposition many times during the 1956 tenback, Ormond Wilde, and
season will be pushing the letter- Dick DeSimone. Centers Donnie Bunton and Bill Thomas.
Lettermen lost by graduation men for their jobs. Sonny Que- Quarterback Horace Turbeville.
are Charlie Bussey, Joel Wells, senberry, Strom Doolittle, Rabbit Halfbacks Charlie Home, and
Bill Hudson, Frank Griffith, Dick Chatlin, George Ursy, Herbey Floyd Lawrence. Fullbacks RuMarazza, Rooster Carleton, Jim Burnette and Jerry Golden will dy Hayes, Bob Spooner and Mike
Coleman, Dalton Rivers, Willie be the eligible freshmen.
Doug Cline, Bill Mathis and Dukes.
mith, Tommy Sease, and Lem
Roger
Hough are three fullbacks
McLendon.
A young lady, telephoning a
who will be giving three letterWith both Horace Turber- men at that post a run for their music store, was connected by
mistake with a garage.
ville already having left, and money.
"Do you have 'Two Red Lips
In the forward wall there are
Floyd Lawrence reportedly
and Seven Kisses'?" she asked.
guards
Dave
Martin
and
Sammy
leaving Clemson after this seCrout, tackles Mojris Keller, "No," answered the garagemester, the bumper crop of Gerald Buckles, Harold Olson, man, "but we have two torn cats
freshmen will certainly be a Derwood Aydlette, and Emil Za- and seven kittens."
"Is that a record?"
welcome sight to Howard when ger, and center Bobby DeBarde"We think it is."
he meets his prospects. Some laben.
However bright these stars
of the frosh have a good chance
From a Dodgeville, Wis., adof breaking into the starting may seem, there could be others
line-up, or, at least, into the from the freshman team who vertising circular: "Clothing left
could give them a rough time to our expert care always gets
first line reserve.
the kind of dry cleaning that deHIGHEST on the list of fresh for a starting position.
Lettermen who should return vitalizes fabrics."
men who will join the varsity
ranks is big blond Harvey White
of Greenwood who quarterback'
ed the frosh to a 3-1-1 season
last year. Hhe Cubs'' only loss
came at the hands of the Georgia
—ENGINEERSTech freshmen. The record was
GREENVILLE,
SOUTH CAROLINA
good enough to top the ACC
freshman championship.

J. E. SIRRINE CO., INC.

SO I TOLD HIM TO CALL AGAIN .... AFTER HE'D TALKED TO
THE NATIONAL COLLEGE LIFE MAN!

Rounding out the starting
- five is super sophomore Doug
Hoffman, at guard. Hoffman,
the only sophomore to break
into the starting lineup, shows
great potential and should develop into one of Clemson's
finest basketball players.
The potential of this squad is
high, and the fact that four of
the starting five will be back
next year should encourage

IT'S FOR REAL!

by Chester Field

CONVERSATION
l>

WITH
YOURSELF
"Now there's an interesting faceUgly, but not commonplace. *.
Full of charm, I must admit
Full of character and wit!
Why on earth can't women as*
All the tilings I see in me?"

MORALt No matter what face you
live behind, it will look happier
with a real satisfying Chesterfield
out front! Enjoy that BIG full
flavor plus the smoothest taste
today, because it's packed more
smoothly by Accu«Rayl You'll
be smoking smiles!
Smoke for reel.. • tmefce Ct»sterilet4!
$50 for every phUotophicai vent etcepted for
publication. Chesterfield, P. O. Box 21,
Hew York 46, If. Y.

Pimm mmntom o».

Common occurence! There have been reports lately of sultry, beautiful girls with glistening red
lips and flashing eyes demanding to know whether a man has a National College Life Plan before
consenting to date him.
"Pretty shabby attitude" some men have complained. And yet, one must be realistic. One must
have dates (with sultry, beautiful girls with glistening red lips and flashing eyes) AND one must
have an adequate savings and investment program.
National College Life assures you the latter, any how. These plans are available only to college
men and provide a better savings plan . . . PLUS a fine investment program. . . . Get the word on
National Colege Life's deferred payment plan from one of your campus representatives today!

oritm

H.""***-!

CHUCK CHURCH
Phone 5606

109 Dargan Lant
Clemson, S. C.

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
The College Man's Insurance Company
ATLANTA, GEORGIA
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Your Stance In A Free Press"

Editor's Note: On November
10th, during the ACP conference in Cleveland, Ohio, Norman Isaacs, editor of the
Louisville Courier-Journal, delivered an important speech on
freedom of the press. Mr.
Isaacs, a member of several
committees on freedom of information, expressed concern
over the prevalence of secrecy
on all levels of government.
Because of its significance, and
the widespread interest created
by the address, we are printing
the text in full in this first 1957
issue of the ACP Feature Service. Here is Mr. Isaac's address:
You who work on college publications and who are thus aware
of some of the stirrings within
professional journalism probably
think us frenetic in our attitudes
about freedom of the press.
The unhappy truth is that we
are not emotional enough about
the subject. You people here are
among the generation which is
about to inherit the United States
■—and you will inherit one far
less free than that into which I
and my colleagues came.
For there has been a steady
erosion of freedom. More and
more doors have been closed to
jfthe press with the result that
the people of the United States
know less and less about the
operations of their government—
on every level. Never before
have we faced such an appalling
degree of governmental censorship as exists at this very moment.
Over the past several years,
many of us in journalism have
been battering at these doors of
suppression and raising a hue
and cry. But we cannot in honesty say that we have yet succeeded in arousing all the publishers, editors and reporters.
What victories we have won
have been in the main little ones.
And they will continue to be
little ones until we can shake
jip and wake up every publisher
ftnd every editor—and a majority
of our citizens—to the terriblevil that we have been battling.
Are you aware of the system
■ of government censorship in
1 effect—a steadily creeping
censorship — which daily deprives you of information you
must have if you are to make
intelligent decisions?
Some of you probably know
it, but I do not believe that most
of you are aware of the extent
of this censorship—and I maintain that the fault is largely that
of newspapers and newspaper
executives who seem to think
that these are trifling matters
and of no deep concern to the
people.
■ Is it trifling when for the first
time in our national history we
"have saddled onto the civilian
branches of government powers
of regulating news heretofore
only held by the military in
times of war?
2 It is brushed aside with the
explanation that it is merely
the power of classification. Classification, nuts! That's merely a
prettv word for censorship.
' And they have the gall to say
to us: "Show us where these
classification powers have been
abused and we will review these
cases."
How in the name of Heaven
can you show abuses when the
news is blacked out from you?
Only last year, we in professional journalism were astounded by the Defense Department's
fatuous proposal that there
should be screened out of nonsecurity news whatever might
be interesting to an enemy. This
directive, as issued by Secretary
Charles E. Wilsor. and his deputy,
ft. Karl Honaman (and later

given Mr. Eisenhowers blessing)
stipulated that there must be a
determination "cf whether release or publication . . . would
constitute a constructive contribution to the primary mission
of the Department of Defense."
Do you know what "constructive" means in this context? I'm
not sure I know. What I do
know, though, is that the acceptance of this kind of formula
is the simplest way to turn all
power Into the hands of some
clique that can then decide to
tell you what news you ought
to have—based on their interpretation of what is constructive
for them.
I am being no rabble-rouser
when I point out that this was
the Hitler way, the Mussolini
way, the Stalin way, the Franco
way, the Peron way.
I will grant that these men
in American Government are
not dictatorial types. I will
grant that they are perfectly
sincere. But I submit that the
path they are following is a road
that leads to a dictatorship.
They are foregoing the ideal
tools for the use of an unscrupulous man or group of men.
This is a serious matter for
y0U — deadly serious — because
all over the United States, little
politicians are trying to ape
what the big ones are doing in
Washington.
One of the worst examples is
in The Congress of the United
States. In the 83rd Congress, out
of a total of 3,002 committee sessions, .ress and public were barred from 1,243. In 1954, fully
41 per cent of all such sessions
were closed. You might think
that security was involved, yet
the worst record was that the
House Education and Labor
Committee, which did 92 per
cent of its business behind closed
doors.
One of the oldest arguments
for private meetings is that business can be done more efficiently in private. If you open up
meetings, goes the argument, you
can depend on certain lawmakers
to play to the galleries and play
demagogues. Yet, as Russell
Wiggins has so perceptively
pointed out, no one has ever
been heard to say that if a meeting is public he cannot be depended upon to act like a statesman. None of them ever admits
that he will play to the galleries.
It is always an anxiety for the
conduct of his colleagues. It :
a touching plea for secrecy.
Some of the news barriers in
the United States today have
been erected by the hordes oi
self-serving press agents who
have taken it upon themselves
to claim ownership and control
over both public and industrial
information.
Yes, this is still a democratic
nation. But it is not nearly as
democratic as it once was and
if you young people cherish
your freedom, you have, each
of you in your own way, a
massive undertaking ahead of
you.
For this is not a newspaper
task alone. It is a task for every
citizen—for every lawyer, for
every merchant, for every housewife. We in newspapering have
been in the forefront of the
battle only perhaps because we
have been closer to it and because we can see what has been
happening.
Ours is an ethical responsibility to provide Americans with information that is free of taint.
What the First Amendment recognized was that where men cannot freely convey their thoughts
to one another then no freedom
is secure.
We in newspapering, therefore, are dealing daily with the
most precious of all man's rights

[ LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
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by Dick Bibler
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—his right to think freely, to
speak freely, and to move freely.
He can do none of these things
unless he is given the knowledge
of what transpires. He can make
no decisions unless he knows
fully and fairly the alternatives
facing him.
I do not urge any of you to
enter the political forum. I do
not urge you to go crusading in
all directions.
I simply say to you that the
place to begin in preserving
democracy is on the home-town
level. You and your families
must fight for access to the public's business. What you need is
for the public's business to be
translated publicly.
It is a duty for every citizen.
It is a mission. It is one of the
noblest of all crusades—and it is
one that all of us can serve
alike.
Let it be said of us that we,
too, have made some contribution to the preservation
of democracy in America.
And in this process, let it
be said that we never for one
moment forgot Benjamin
Franklin's great dictum—
They that give up essential
liberty to obtain a little temporary safety deserves neither
liberty nor safety."

DR. HALL
(Continued from Page 1)
Columbia, he has served parishes
in Burlington, N. C, Macon, Ga.,
King's Mountain, N. C, Landis,
N. C, and Spindale, N. C. He
was formerly commissioner of
the Federal Housing Authority in
Spartanburg.
Dr. (Rabbi) Norman M. Goldburg, spiritual leader of the Walton Way Temple, Augusta, since
1949, will be the Jewish leader.
He is appearing under the auspices of the Jewish Chatauqua
Society.
Dr. Goldburg, a graduate of the
University of Cincinnati, was ordained a rabbi at the Hebrew
Union College and later awarded
an honorary Doctor of Divinity
degree. He served the pulpit of
the Temple B'nai Israel, Sacramento, Calif., lectured at the University of California in Biblical
literature and taught public
speaking at Hoald's College. The
rabbi was an Army chaplain
from 1941 to 1945.

YMCA SPEAKERS
Three Clemson College graduates are onthe campus this week
as YMCA speakers for Religious
Emphasis Week forums.
They are Rev. Alfred C. Payne,
a 1938 graduate, executive secretary for student work m the
Southern Area YMCA; Hugh E.
Robinson, 1922, associate area
executive of the Southern Area
YMCA; and Rev. Julian F.
"Buddy" Craign, 1950, pastor of
Roselane Presbyterian Church in
Spartanburg.
A fourth speaker is Rev. Sam
C. Smith, pastor of Easley Presbyterian Church. He is a graduate of Guilford College.
Mr. Payne is also a graduate
of Yale Divinity School and served formerly as assistant secretary of the YMCA at Texas A.
& M. and Virginia Tech, and secretary at the University of PittsMr. Robinson earned his M.
A from the YMCA Graduate
School and Vanderbilt University He has served as assistant
secretary of the Clemson YMCA,
general secretary at Tulane,
state student secretary at Virginia and Pennsylvania, and executive secretary of the Georgia
State YMCA.
Mr. Craig is a graduate of Columbia Seminary in Atlanta.
The 1957 religious week program at Clemson includes 18
forums and daily Protestant and
Catholic convocations.
* * * *

BAPTIST SPEAKERS
Dr. C. Earl Cooper, pastor of
Earle Street Baptist Church,
Greenville; Dr. Cort R. Flint,
pastor, First Baptist Church, Anderson, and Rev. Julius H. Corpening, pastor, Hampton Baptist
Church, are leading Baptist forums this week at Clemson.
The religious week, a joint annual college and community
event, is offering 18 forums in
all faiths and daily Protestant
and Catholic convocations.
Dr. Cooper, a former pastor
advisor to the Baptist Student
Union at Furman University,
earned his B. A. from Mississippi
College, B. D., Th. M., and Th.
D. from New Orleans Theological
Seminary. He formerly served
pastorates of the First Baptist
churches in North, Danmark and
Georgetown. He has been pastor at Earle Street for four years.
Dr. Flint, an Oklahoman, graduated from Southwestern School
of Technology and later studied
for his master's degree at the
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What Is Really Meant By
"Religious Emphasis Week"
By Lelaod Miles
Come winter, the annual crop
of "Religious Emphasis Weeks"
will once again sprout across
the nation's college campuses.
Trembling clergymen will receive blithe invitations to face
the awesome ordeal of four consecutive student assemblies.
These peculiar gatherings, at
which attendance is usually compelled,' will feature mysteriously
disappearing hymn books, zooming paper airplanes, stifled
yawns, and hidden alarm clocks
skillfully rigged to go off in the
middle of sermons. At the end
of the hectic week, harassed
student-faculty committees will
hold ''evaluation sessions" to
figure out "what went wrong."
Probably nobody will suggest the
real answer, which is that few
people in the administration, faculty, or student body of the
average college really wants a
genuine Religious Emphasis
Week, or even know what a week
of genuine religious emphasis
would imply.
To begin with, any fair definition of "religious" must necessarily take account of many noble religions in addition to
Christianity. Yet how many
church-related colleges will feature, this winter, as part of Religious Emphasis Week, a symposium on the world's major religions? How many denominational institutions are planning
to invite a Moslem, a Hindu, a
Buddist, and a Jew to their
campuses on this occasion? Indeed, how many such colleges
are even planning to invite a
Roman Catholic, a Unitarian, or
a Humanist? Parenthetically, it
may be objected — and I will
agree, in my personal definition
that Humanism is not a religion. Nevertheless, modern
Humanists claim to constitute a
new global faith' which will in
our century supplant the older
creeds of mankind. This is an
exciting claim, and ought to have
a hearing. Indeed, what more
exhilarating way to spend a real
Religious Emphasis Week than
to have representatives of the
world's major religions, including Humanism, state their cases
before a student body jury?
There would be no tinkling
alarm clocks then! No paper airplanes, either.
But alas! it would be difficult
to arrange such a program. For
one thing, there are not too many
Christian clergymen who are
eager to debate with the "Enemy." On a recent transatlantic
crossing, the forum director of a
Greek Line ship spent five days
trying unsuccessfully to line up
one of a dozen shipboard clergymen for a debate with representatives of other view points, including agnosticism. At mention of the agnostic, each of the
ministers remembered that he
had another obligation at the
time of the proposed symposium.
The intellectual timidity of
inany clergymen is not, however, the only reason that true
Religious Emphasis Weeks are
difficult to organize. Another
factor is the attitude of college
administrations and religion departments, especially in some of
the church-related colleges. This
attitude seems to be that the best
way of producing young Christians is to have a faculty which
is 100 per cent orthodox Chris-

Nu Epilson Begins
Three Week Drive
For New Members
tian in viewpoint, and a Relig-

ious Emphasis Week which dogmatically presents Christianity
as the only true way. Now,
Christianity may indeed be the
true way. But if it is, surely it
can stand on its own feet against
all competition, without the fearful protection given it on most
denominational campuses.
Where did we acquire the mischievous notion that young people can be molded into zealous
believers only if all others on
the campus students and faculty alike, are also believers?
Actually, the very reverse may
be true. Two of the shrewdest
modern defenders of Christianity
—T. S. Eliot and C. S. Lewiswere bred in an atmosphere of
pagan pessimism. Conversely,
some of the least effective defenders of the faith will be found
among students—some of them
pre-ministerial students — who
have been gently saturated for
four years with a saccharine,
provinial type of teaching which
sticks its head in the sand and
pretends that only one religion
exists.

WALLER

(Continued from page 4)
completely a free one since no
Clemson coaches are under contract "I'm not getting any
younger," said the 40 year old
coach, "I think it only fair to
myself and my wife to make as
good a living as I can."
Wise, who was one of the most
well liked men on the Clemson
campus, came to Clemson in 1955
from Hamilton in the Canadian
pro league. He replaces Russ
Cohen in February of that year.
Before coming to Clemson he
was an assistant to George Barclay, former North Carolina
coach, at Washington and Lee
for three years, then helped Art
Davis for three more before becoming head coach for two years.
Under Barclay he was also basketball coach.
A native of Altamont, N. C, he
graduated from King's College in
1937. He coached three high
school teams — Newland, Gate
City, and Covington—in Virginia
before going to Bainbridge Navy
during World War II. Immediately after the war, he went
to Pennsylvania as an assistant
to George Munger.
Clemson's new backfield
coach, Charles Fletcher Waller,
a graduate of Oglethorpe University, plans to make his
home *t Clemson in time for
spring football practice on
February 18.
In metting the team for the
first time, he will be blessed
with a number of outstanding returning lettermen, plus a multitude of freshman talent. However, he probably will miss the
services of "Dink" Lawrence,
who, it is reported, will leave
Clemson after this semester, and
Horace Turbeville, who left for
Newberry this semester.
The 35 year old Waller graduated from Griffin High School
where he played football and after finishing Oglethorpe entered
the Navy as a chief specialist under the Gene Tuney physical
fitness program. He worked on
his masters' degree at both the
University of Georgia and EmUniversity of Oklahoma. Pas- ory University.
Under Coach Shug Jordan at
toral experiences include New
Haven (Ky.) Baptist Church;
Pleasant Grove Baptist Church,
Hodgenville, Ky.; Lynn Acres
Baptist Church, Louisville; and
First Baptist Church, Olney,
100% Orion Sweaters
Texas.
Your favorite '57 color*
Mr. Corpening earned an A. B.
degree at Wake Forest, a B. D.
degree at Southern Baptist Seminary, and did graduate work at
Duke University. He served as
See LESLIE W. LEVY
superintendent of Missions Yates
Michael Orenstein
Baptist Association in Durham,
N. C, and as pastor of the MonRoom B-926
xure (N. C.) Baptist Church.

The Nu Epsilon club, Clemson's Yankee Club, is making
plans for a drive for new members. Nu Epsilon is an exclusive
club for college students hailing
from northern states. Only these
students are allowed to join the
group.
As its purpose on the campus,
Nu Epsilon strives to create a
welcome atmosphere for northern students who otherwise
would be neglected with respect
to social activities. When a new
student arrives on campus, a
Nu Epsilon member orientates
him in the complexities of college life. The ratio of northern
students to southern students attests the fact that northern students may be friendless upon arriving at school for the first time.
It is with this problem that the
Nu Epsilon Club copes.
The club contributes to the
welfare of the campus by participating in various services and
activities. One instance is the
float display constructed for the
Homecoming festivities. A project of this kind tends to bring
the members into closer fellowship not only among themselves
but also with other students on
campus. These activities also
provide a better environment in
which northern students may
live and work.
The Nu Epsilon Club will welcome anyone interested in becoming affiliated with the organization. Anyone desiring information may contact a member or officer of the club.
Auburn as backfield coach, he
helped carry the Plainsmen to
two Gator Bowl games. He
joined the Auburn staff after
one of the most fabulous prep
coaching careers in Georgia's
history.
He was head coach at the Decatur, Georgia high school where
his teams won 43, lost three, ana
tied one—winning his last 2i
consecutively, plus two state
championships in just four years.
He went to the University of
Texas under Ed Price in the
spring of 1955 where the Longhorns have compiled an impressive record.
Waller is married to the former Maxine Ellis of Montgomery, Alabama, and they are the
parents of a 19-months old
daughter.
From an ad in the Aberdeen,
Scotland, Evening Express:
"Careful couple (no children) require furnished house."

Placement Office
Interview Schedule
Monday
Schlumberger Well Survey Corp.—EE, ME & Pbys
Sperry Gyroscope Company—EE & Phys
The Dow Chemical Company—all graduates
The W. T. Grant Company—all graduate*
Tuesday
Republic Aviation Corp.—CE, EE, ME & Phyt
Schlumberger Well Survey Corp.—EE, ME & Pbyi
Fieldcrest Mills, Inc.—Textile grads
Duquesne Light Company—EE & ME
Wednesday
Kaiser Alum & Chem Corp.—A&S, Arch & Engrs
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co.—Chem & Sngrs
Duke Power Company—CE, EE & ME
United States Marine Corps.—All students
Thursday
International Harvester Co.—Engrs & Phys
Tennessee Coal & Iron, U. S. Steel—A&S, Engrs
Tennessee Eastman Company—Chem & Engrs
Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp—A&S, Engrs
United States Dept. of Agriculture—All students
Friday
Owens-Corning Fiberglas Co.—A&S, Engrs
The Trane Company—A&S, Arch & Engrs
Hamilton Standard, United Aircraft—EE & ME
Blue Bell, Incorporated—Engrs & Text
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VALETINE
Something Special!
COMPACTS -- LIGHTERS -- CROSSES
NECKLACES
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SENIORS AND GRADUATE STUDENTS

Planning for growth. Joe Hunt (left) talks with Jim Robinson (center). District Construction Foreman, and Q. D, Frisbit, Supervising Repair Foreman. In Joe's district alone, 600 new telephones are
put into service every month,

TH take a growing company"

IN ENGINEERING,
PHYSICS AND MATHEMATICS

The Douglas Aircraft Company
invites you to
ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

FEB. 21
Find out about the interesting positions, assistance in
furthering your education and outstanding promotion opportunities with the world's largest manufacturer of aircraft and missiles. Get facts on living
conditions, research facilities and opportunities to
advance professionally at the various Douglas
locations.
Reserve your career decision until you have talked
with the Douglas representative. It may be the most
important interview of your life.

SEE YOUR PLACEMENT DIRECTOR,
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING, FOR
YOUR INTERVIEW APPOINTMENT

70,000 telephones to keep in operation
... $20,000,000 worth of telephone company property to watch over ... 160 people to supervise — these are some of the
salient facts about Joe Hunt's present
job with Southwestern Bell. He's a
District Plant Superintendent at Tulsa,
Oklahoma.
"It's a man-sized job," says Joe, who
graduated from Oklahoma A. & M. in
1949 as an E.E. "And it's the kind of job
I was looking for when I joined the telephone company.
"I wanted an engineering career that
would lead to management responsibili-

ties. Moreover, I wanted that career to
be in a growing company, because growth
creates real opportunities to get ahead.
"But to take advantage of opportunities as they come along, you must have
sound training and experience. The telephone company sees that you get plenty
of both. Really useful training, and experience that gives you know-how and
confidence. Then, when bigger jobs come
your way, you're equipped to handle them.
"If I had it to do all over again, I'd
make the same decision about where to
find a career. Now — as then — I'll take
a growing company."

Joe Hunt is with Southwestern Bell Telephone Company. Interesting career opportunities exist in other
Bell Telephone Companies, and in Bell Telephone
Laboratories, Western Electric and Sandia Corporation. Your placement officer can give you more information about these companies.

BELL
TELEPHONl
SYSTEM

M
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THE TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson A & M"

Thursday, February 7, 195T

Job Interviews
Are Scheduled
For This Summer

New Fraternity AmericonAlumni
Council Meeting
Gets Underway Held At Clemson
Students may learn of various
The district three meeting of
types of work from several
the American Alumni Council
sources during the coming weeks. For A„a Students was held Sunday, Monday and
The Student Aid and Placement
Tuesday, January 20, 21, and 22

A Clemson College chapter of
at the Clemson House with
Gamma Sigma Delta, honorary
Clemson College the host school.
agricultural fraternity, has been
Registration was scheduled
approved by the national association. When chartered offi- Sunday from 4 to 7 p. m. The
cially this spring, it will be the annual meeting followed a workonly chapter in South Carolina. shop for southern alumni ediClemson's bid for a chapter tors Friday and Saturday.
was endorsed last , July by the A dinner Sunday evening opencollege. There are 11 qualified ed the meeting, with Les Shively,
members on campus with'former University of Louisville, district
affiliations with other chapters. chairman, presiding. George McA steering committee, headed Kelvey, associate director of the
by Dr. Victor Hurst, chairman, AAC, spoke and an informal rehas been named to draft the con- ception honored Kenyon S.
stitution and by-laws. Serving Campbell of Ohio State Univeron this committee, appointed by sity, AAC president, and newDr. M. D. Farrar, dean of the comers. Mr. Campbell was the
school of agriculture, are Dr. W. luncheon speaker Monday.
P. Byrd, Professors G. W. Brandt
General sessions were devoted
Jeff Reece, the Clemson Aero Club secretary, has
and J. R. Cook. The constitution to magazines, direct mail, funds
must be ratified by the national and inovations in alumni work.
announced a membership drive to begin Feb. 13th, 1957,
body.
for the purpose of raising funds for the club to purchase
The Clemson chapter will elect
a second airplane for the club's use. Any person attendseniors, with scholarship rank in
ing Clemson may join the club. According to Reece,
Identify yourself with the finer things of life as these three students are doing.
the upper 25 percent of the agapproximately 15—20 new members are needed to fulfill
ricultural school; faculty, staff
and alumni. Outstanding alumthis club project.
ni of other South Carolina instiMembership requires a paytutions will also be eligible.
ment of forty dollars which en- L-3, a cross-country plane will
The national fraternity, now
By Ignotnus Oglesby, Driptitles the members to 20 hours be added. This is to facilitate
Professor Harlan McClure, pernik Westburg and Aaron
in its second 50 years, has 15
free flying time. Graduation distance flying for the more ad"is that they serve to attract
head
of
the
Clemson
College
deactive chapters. It was organized
Aardvark.
from Clemson does not mean vanced or licensed of the club
various
species of wildlife to
as a professional fraternity, Delta partment of architecture, was the
that you lose your money if you members, new and old.
At last the organization which our beautiful campus. A prime
visiting
winter
lecturer
at
VirTheta Sigma, in 1905 at Ohio
have not used this time; it will
everyone feared had been disIt should be made clear that no
State. Iowa State later peti- ginia Polytechnic Institute in banded has made a reappearance example is the extraordinary
apply until death if need be.
Blacksburg
one
week
in
Januexperience is needed to join the
abundance of K-9 domestica."
tioned for a chapter as an honon the campus under the . able
Instruction is given every club. Instruction will be furary.
orary
society,
which
was
installleadership of Ephraim Gleep, According to Mr. Gleep there
■week-end and on two week day nished so that you need never to
ed in 1907. The two groups mer- Sponsored by the VPI School veteran of the Spanish Ameri- is a deplorable penality €or de- c
afternoons by Mr. Grady Dalton have ridden in an airplane beged in 1917 tp form the current of Architecture, Professor Mc- can conflict. The Office of Dig
of Greenwood. The only time fore. Many students have soloed
facing one of these golden shafts.
A published writer, recentlv fraternity, known as the honor Clure concluded his series, Frithat the regular instruction and received their licenses
More Holes Daily is back at work
Any individual caught tamper- Five Clemson alumni wer«
eturned from graduate study at society of agriculture.
ray.
January
11.
again under the guidance of this
periods are cancelled is due to through the club. Among the
the University of North Caro'ina.
The
Clemson
department
head
inclement weather, or when the new members that have recentgifted stableboy of the Rough ing with, painting, cutting, up- "first semester" service graduwill teach a new course in conlectured on larger dimensions in Riders.
rooting, or in any manner harm- ates this month at Texas air
field is too soggy. Mr. Dalton ly soloed are Dixon Lee, Zack temporary American literature
architectural design, with special
has been highly complimented on Watson, Lowell Hayes, Don Clark
ing said objects, should be chain- force bases.
Their
latest
accomplishment
'this semester at Cemson College.
recognition of regional and area
his instruction by those who have and Thomas Reesor. The club's
ed to a post for no less than Four received the silver wings
Prof. John Z. Bennett, author
heritages. He advocated these can be seen on the lower quadtaken lessons under his guidance. policy is that these new pilots
twenty-four hours, and no more of an air force jet pilot at Laredo
rangle
in
a
row
of
holes
filled
of a score of published poems
factors "to enrich a new and
If at least 15 to 20 members must lose their shirtails to com- and of two comDleted novels
with posts of a rare and unusual than nine months.
Air Force Base after 14 months
spirited
contemporary
architecare signed up, the club will be plement their membership fee of now pending publication, will
type. In a recent interview Mr.
ture."
Mr.
Gleep
has
prophesied
that
of pilot training in propeller
able to purchase another used $40.00. Other members already wive special emohasis on the reGleep had this to say about his within the next millinium a yeldriven and jet-type air-craft. All
The lecture series also included
airplane. In addition to the to lose their shirts are Pete Nor- lation of the modern writer to his
handiwork:
support of more comprehensive
low hoard shall sweep over the are AFROTC-trained 1955 Clemclub's present craft, an Aeronca ris, John Rogers, and Jeff Reece. background in 20th century
"We have dedicated our lives earth and eventually choke out
design
with
attention
to
town
Graduating Seniors who plan
son graduates.
American life.
to placing these beautiful posts
and regional planning.
They are 2nd Lt. Charles S.
The course will concern recent to work for graduate degrees and
railways,
highways,
sealanes,
and
Professor McClure used color- in the most useless places posAmerican novelists, poets and who are members of Phi Eta
Major,
Anderson, an architectural
finally
all
modes
of
transportasible. They must be put in any
dramatists, including William Sigma, Freshman Honor Society, ed slides, made in both this
graduate; 2nd Lt. Robert C.
tion,
until
all
the
earth
shall
apspace
where
they
will
serve
no
Faulkner, Ernest Hemingway, should get in touch with Profes- country and Europe, to illustrate
purpose other than make the pear as a glob of rust thus end- Grant, Abbeville, textile engiRobert Frost, Carl Sandburg, sor B. E. Goodale, faculty ad- his talks. He has been a frecampus as unattractive as pos- ing the golden era. or more com- neering; 2nd Lt. Robert B. Dorn,
Tennessee Williams, and Eugene visor of the Clemson College quent lecturer at universities on
sible. Another asset is that they
both
continents,
and
was
visitEight courses, ranging from
chapter,
at
Room
117
P.
&.
A.
S.
Irmo, animal husbandry; and 2nd
O'Neill.
will aid in the stopping of tanks monly known as the invasion of
ing
professor
in
England
during
the preparation of food to the
Prof. H. M. Cox, acting head Building, for information on
Yellow
Posts.
Lt. Clarence W. Davis, Anderson,
A tour of Clemson's new Cot- of the Clemson English depart- graduate scholarships, it was an- 1952-53 as a Senior Fulbright and low flying aircraft in the
preservation of the waistline,
textile engineering. Lt. Major
event of war."
•will give the fourth annual Clem- ton Ginning Laboratory, dedi- ment, anticipates that the course, nounced last week by Phi Eta Fellow.
was
employed as an architectural
cated
last
August,
opened
the
son Area Adult Education Center
Mr. Gleep also pointed out the
requested by students themselves, Sigma.
11th annual convention of the will be offered in the spring sedraftsman for the Ledbetter and
wide appeal for the ladies.
The National Phi Eta Sigma
following obvious locations which
Earle firm in Anderson prior to
The feminine feature of the Carolinas Ginners Association, mester of each year.
Fraternity offers two three-hunhave been missed to the present
program will have early intro- Inc.. here last Thursday.
A companion course in con- dred-dollar scholarships eachdate. "First of all, it would never
service. Lt. Davis was associated
duction with a fashion show,
do to slight some areas of the
About 300 ginners from the temporary British literature will year on the basis of the student's
with the American Enka Corposponsored by Ivey's of Green- Carolinas and southern Virginia be offered for the first time in scholastic record, evidence of
campus. In this light, I would Pneumatic building balloons of ration at Enka, North Carolina.
ville, on opening night, Tuesday, registered Thursday morning for the fall of this year.
creative ability, evidence of filike to suggest that the Presi- neoprene nylon saved Portugal's Lt. Richard M. Freund of PhilFebruary 12, at the Clemson the two-day meeting in the
nancial need, promise of success
dent's Home be completely sur- bumper wine crop this year. In adelphia received silver navigaHouse. Classes begin a week Clemson House. Highlighted was
in chosen field, and personality.
rounded so that student mobs a bulk storage emergency, fifty
A unique course in higher ed- could be better controlled in the vats were "drummed up" in just tor wings at Harlingen Air Forct
later, February 19, and will be the presentation of the "Ginner
Only members of Phi Eta SigBase after a 42-week course. An
ucation,
conducted
on
a
"theoryconducted on successive Tues- of the Year" award at a banquet
future. This encirclement would 90 days by placing the oil-de- AFROTC graduate in dairy, he
ma are eligible for these gift
lab"
basis,
is
being
introduced
rived
fabric
over
a
frame,
indays through March 19. Twenty- Friday night.
scholarships.
also serve to keep stray cowr
will take advanced specialty
eight courses are scheduled.
The local deadline for appli- at Clemson this semester.
from messing up the beautiful flating, then spraying it with a training in radar bombardment
The
laboratory
tour,
scheduled
The new course, "Numerical lawn. Another logical choice cement mixture, which hardenThe courses in "Food Preparacations is February 16, 1957.
mid electronics before joining the
Analysis," consists of two theory would be the Loggia. Posts in ed to form tanks holding 73,600
tion" will be directed by Mrs. for 2 p. m., was followed by a Harold W. Humphreys, assonew all-jet combat force.
bridge
and
canasta
party
for
lagallons
each.
An
additional
5,hours and a three-hour labora- this area would hold down the
Barbara Smith and Mrs. Carolyn
ciate professor of mechanics and DEFT DEFINITIONS
tory. Clemson is one of a small leerung population during dance 000 tanks will be built to re- MOTHER'S DEFINITION OF
Bradley of the home service de- dies and a 4 p. m. meeting of the hydraulics at Clemson College
CAMP: Where parents spent select number of colleges and
place old-fashioned equipment
partment of the Duke Power 1956 Board of Directors, A buffet since 1946, has accepted a posiweek-ends. They would also
LEISURE: The spare time a wo$1,000 for eight weeks to teach
Company. Wise spending of the supper at 7:30 concluded the tion with the Illinois State Water their son to make a 25-cent ash universities offering the course confuse visitors to the extent and expand storage capacity. Oil man has in which she can do
products
developed
by
Ameriat the undergraduate level.
food dollar through well-planned Thursday program.
Survey Division at Urbana. He tray.—Art Moger,
that they would believe they can ingenuity are carried to the some other kind of work.
Dr. R. F. Poole, president of will assume his duties Feb. 1.
meals will be stressed. New
VACATION: A period during
AMERICA: The wonderful Featured will be the intro- were in the vicinity of the cow- farthest corners of the globe,
cooking demonstrations will be Clemson College, welcomed the A native of Roanoke Rapids, N. land where it's trashy to sit on duction of high-speed computer barns. Also a row of posts in to the benefit of industry and which people find out where td
given on the electronic range, group at a general meeting Fri- C, Prof. Humphreys joined the back stoop in your undershirt methods. A small-scale digital the latrines would be invaluable consumer alike.
stay away from next year.
day morning at 9 o'clock. Friday Clemson in 1946 after a tour of but gracious living if you've got computer, using relays, will be in directing traffic into and out
which cooks in seconds.
Mrs. Charles C. Fain, instruc- morning sessions featured A. W. duty with the Marine Corps. He nothing on but your shorts.—Bill constructed for demonstration of the latrines so as to ease the
SHOP AND SAVE at
tor of physical education in the Snell, head agricultural engineer- has served as local chapter ad- Vaughan,
and practice.
aarly morning rush. These should
Daniel Area Schools, will teach ing department, Clemson College, visor of Tau Beta Pi, student ser<dso
discourage
loitering
and
The course, to be taught b;
BASEBALL FAN: A spectator
"Building Feminine Figure Fit- at 10; William A. Newell, re- vice organization in engineering, sitting 500 feet from the plate Dr. W. G. Miller, will comple •eading of morning news papers
ness," employing methods of de- search coordinator, North Caro- since 1947.
We Buy and Sell New and Used Furniture
who can see better than an um- ment nuclear study at Clemsor n the area.
veloping poise, grace, muscular line School of Textiles,, at 11,
pire standing five feet away— in particular, and all engineerin"One other distinct advantage
Phone
6062
We Give S&H Green Stamps
From the Towanda, Pa., Re- Evan Esar.
coordination, good posture and and L. Y. Ballentine, North Carand science curricula in genera' f these gems," said Mr. Gleep,
view:
"This
will
be
the
first
olina Commissioner of Agriculprinciples of relaxation.
time that the chorus has appearTwo flower arrangement ture, at 11:45.
ed at a PTA meeting and a real
courses, one for beginners and
Ernest Carpenter, head, cotton threat is anticipated."
one advanced, will be given to department of Greenwood Mills,
fill the demand created by the was the guest luncheon speaker
From an ad in the Montreal
center's survey of interest last at 1 p. m. A meeting of the 1957
fall. Both will be taught by Mrs. Board of Directors was held at 5 Star: "The world's finest tree
Francis Hart, Anderson, instruc- o'clock, following an open forum roses. Book now—scarce. Many
tor of flower arrangement and discussion at 3. Friday's ladies' disappointed customers every
show practice and an accredited program included a campus tour year."
judge of the National Council of at 3 p. m.
State Garden Clubs.
The banquet ended the conFour courses will deal with the
home crafts. "Tailoring," in de- vention Friday night at 7:30,
mand since the center opened in with dancing after.
(The Country Gentlemen'! The»tre)
1953, will be taught by Miss Vera
E. Burnette, assistant professor
Clemson, South Carolina
of home economics at Furman
Phone 6011
University. The course will include a class in selection of patterns and materials and four
classes in techniques. Singer's of
FRI. - SAT.
Anderson, will furnish machines.
Mrs. Serena Hallman, GreenJames Bartley, brother-in-law Eddie Fisher - Debbie Reynolds
ville, head of the art needle de- of George F. Meenaghan, assopartment of Ivey's, will teach ciate professor of chemical enin
knitting, Italian drawnwork,
gineering at Clemson will be one
needlepoint,
crocheting and of two representatives of Hamilbeading in a "Needlework"
ton Standard, division of United
course.
Aircraft Corporation, who will
Courses will also be offered in
visit the campus next Friday
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Aero Club Membership Drive
For Funds Begins Next Week

Office maintains a file on summer camps, travel tours and other
vacation-type opportunities. In
most cases the income is rather
limited, but other advantages are
worth consideration.
Each week the placement bulletin may include special notices
about available jobs. If the campus recruiters request undergraduate interviews for summer
work, as indicated on the bulletin, interested students should
schedule talks through the Placement Office prior to dates for interview visits.
Special announcements by bulletin board notices* news releases
in the TIGER and other papers,
will also report summer work.
Employment and other federal,
state and local offices will help
with educational finances through
student trainee and related summer jobs.
Directories are available in the
Placement Office that list summer work in special fields of
study for undergraduates and
faculty members. In most cases
those seeking jobs will be expected to work during the threemonth summer period.

Architecture Head
Lectures At VPI
On Dimension Size

ODMHD Renews Work

Clemson Men
Graduate From
liabf School

New Literature
Course Offered
This Semester

Phi Eta Sigma
Seniors Apply
For Fellowship

Homemokers
Hare Courses
Open For Study

Ginners Association
Annual Convention
Met Here Thursday

Illinois Water
Division Drafts
H. W. Humphries

numerical Analysis
Is Unique Course
In Relay Methods

Wine Is Saved
By American
Inventiveness

Clemson Furniture Company

Clemson Theatre

Hamilton Standard
Will Send Company
tcenls To Campus

"Bundle of Joy"

'War and Peace'

gives you the break on flavor!

"Shake, Rattle,

Compliments

PETES NO. 5
Intersection Shockley Ferry Road and 29
By-Pass, Anderson, S. C.

and Rock"
■with

Touch Connors • Lisa Gaye

tastes rich and full. And its pure, snowy-white filter does the job
so well the flavor really comes through. Winston is the
filter cigarette you enjoy—that's why it's America's favorite!

R. J. REYNOLDS
TOBACCO CO..
WINSTON-SALEM, ** *

Smoke WUjISTON ...enjoy the snow-white filter in the cork-smooth tip!

